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ABSTRACT

STANDARDIZING COMPLEXITY: DOCTRINE AND COMPUTATION FOR
INTEGRATED CAMPAIGNING
Thomas Pike, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2019
Dissertation Director: Dr. Robert Axtell
This dissertation examines the integration of complexity theory and
computational tools into U.S. foreign policy. It identifies ways to improve the
Department of Defense’s main analytic framework to ensure a more accurate reflection of
complex systems and it provides a holistic assessment of the integration of computational
tools into Joint campaigns. Based on this analysis, this dissertation advocates the
incorporation of Agent Based Models (ABMs) as simulations to support both analysis
and foreign policy development at all levels of the foreign policy enterprise. To aid this
integration, two Mesa based ABM libraries are created. (1) Multi-level Mesa, the first
Python based multi-level library to facilitate the integration and evolution of layered
adaptive networks. This library goes beyond existing multi-level libraries by providing
greater user flexibility and allowing for the integration and adaption of more complex
networks. (2) Distributed Space Mesa, a first attempt at starting a Distributed Mesa metalibrary. This library provides modest time improvements to spatial Mesa ABMs and
critical lessons for the continued development of a suite of distributed Mesa libraries.

x

CHAPTER ONE: CAMPAIGNING, COMPLEXITY, AND COMPUTATION

When Dr. John Snow determined that cholera was a waterborne disease and not
the result of bad air, it fundamentally changed how people dealt with cholera epidemics
(Johnson 2006). When Gerhard Domagk discovered that sulfa could treat bacterial
infections, he ushered in a new era of medicine that changed everything from how drugs
were developed to how doctors treated patients (Hager 2006). These insights and the
more famous ones, such as Copernicus’s helio-centric solar system, Darwin’s Theory of
Natural Selection or Einstein’s Theory of Relativity all represent new perspectives which
caused a shift in how humans who accepted them processed the information they were
receiving. Underlying these modern insights is the scientific revolution which gave
humanity a new process for developing insights to interpret the information they were
receiving. This rigorous process allowed for bottom up insights across all fields of studies
which continue to this day. This dynamic rests on the theorem that with better
perspectives, individuals trying understand and solve a problem or influence some
situation, will in fact do better (Page 2007). This dynamic is no different in the realm of
foreign policy and its ongoing competitive and cooperative interactions. This research
examines the U.S. foreign policy perspective and offers conceptual improvements and
computational tool integration recommendations to help its perspective develop and
facilitate bottom up insights from across the U.S. foreign policy enterprise. These
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recommendations are made through Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning which
attempts to provide a whole of government, or integrated approach, to foreign policy
(Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning 2018).
Complexity theory or the study of complex adaptive systems has been shown to
be a superior perspective to support understanding and decisions in policy and conflict
(Clausewitz, Howard, and Paret 1976; Dunn 2018; Kilcullen 2013). It is the foundational
theory for how the Joint force tries to analyze its operating environment (Joint
Intelligence Preparation of the Operating Environment 2014; Joint Intelligence 2013).
This analysis then leads to campaign designs, which are the actions executed based on the
understanding of the operating environment. Due to its wide applicability across all
foreign policy areas from economics to epidemics to conflict, complexity will continue to
be the foundational theory for Integrated Campaigning. Identical to the dynamics of the
scientific revolution, if the U.S. Government is going to develop and enact coherent
foreign policy, its professionals and allies will need the best perspective possible to
analyze their specific dynamic of concern and take effective and synergistic action across
all levels of the foreign policy enterprise (Boot 2006; Bousquet 2009). Ultimately,
foreign policy is a competitive endeavor and failing to constantly improve and adopt the
best perspective will result in defeat.
The challenge is that the U.S. Government is not improving its common
perspective, while belatedly trying to integrate established computational tools and
failing to operationalize emerging tools that can help analyze and develop policy to
improve its competitive advantage. The current application of complexity to a common
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perspective as embodied by U.S. Joint doctrine still represents a reductionist approach
which contradicts the fundamental nature of complex systems, which are non-reducible
entities whose interdependencies produce the behavior foreign policy is intent on
changing (Axtell et al. 2002; Cioffi Revilla 2017; Epstein 2006; Gleick 1987; Miller and
Page 2007; Mitchell 2009; Prigogine and Stengers 1984). This is mirrored by the State
Department, which continues to view the world with the Westphalian notion of a state as
a homogenous and single entity (Kissinger 2014). Furthermore, complex systems often
require the use of computational tools to aid their analysis, as they can go beyond analytic
equations (Axtell 2000; Cioffi Revilla 2017; Grimm et al. 2005). To improve its foreign
policy approach, the U.S. Government must update its common perspective and embrace
the wide spread use and application of computational tools.
This dissertation seeks to address these challenges through a two-prong approach.
First, I plan to update the common perspective. This first part is a challenge as there is no
recognized interagency or common perspective of the U.S. Government (USG) for
foreign policy. Appreciating this reality, but also recognizing the need for coordinated
action the Department of Defense, as the largest of the USG entities focused on foreign
policy (e.g. State, CIA), has proposed Integrated Campaigning as a framework to
coordinate coherent foreign policy across the U.S. foreign policy enterprise (Joint
Concept for Integrated Campaigning 2018). As the DoD only has authority over its
domain, it cannot write a USG approach, so presents the Integrated Campaigning
approach as a Joint Concept, while arguing for a holistic USG approach. As it is a Joint
Concept, it still rests on current Joint doctrine. Therefore, the first step is analysis of the
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Joint doctrine approach for understanding the dynamic it is facing. This doctrine is
encapsulated in joint intelligence doctrine and its analytic framework, Joint Intelligence
Preparation of the Operating Environment (JIPOE). This analysis identifies that JIPOE
uses a reductionist approach based on the notion of the state as a single entity. This
research then proposes JIPOE 2.0, which views complex systems as multi-layered
adaptive groups across a network. It also accepts the need for computation to support
analysis and policy development to influence the emergent behavior of these layered
adaptive networks. The first prong of this research is to propose JIPOE 2.0 as an updated
perspective based on complex adaptive systems.
The second prong is analysis of computational tools and their application to the
various elements of the Joint Planning Process and its sub-component, the Joint
Intelligence Process. Through this analysis, I identify two major needs for the integration
of computational tools. Currently, much of the focus is on classify and perceive
computational tools, through the application of machine learning and deep learning tools.
Classify and perceive tools are ones which use suites of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
algorithms (e.g. support vector machines and artificial neural networks) to do everything
from natural language processing to object detection in images (Cielen, Meysman, and
Ali 2016; Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016; Wright 2018). These tools enable
computation to help process the overwhelming amount of data which technology can now
collect and are most applicable to the collection and processing of raw intelligence.
By focusing on the incorporation of classify and perceive AI tools, two major
elements of a holistic computational integration are missing. First, the knowledge of the
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professionals who have been working for years within the USG. Encoding their processes
and intuition for understanding the situation incorporates a vital domain which
complements the existing statistical AI approaches for processing collected data. Second,
the ability to dynamically simulate the operating environment. Classify and perceive tools
are largely based on training data. This means they are fundamentally non-adaptive;
changes to the situation or new and novel situations go beyond their capability (Cielen,
Meysman, and Ali 2016; Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016; James et al. 2013). As
the purpose of foreign policy is to cause change, simulations are necessary to understand
how the policy may impact foreign behavior. Simulation has the ability to both validate
one’s understanding of the critical dynamics of a foreign situation and to have a virtual
laboratory to experiment with possible policies.
To address the need to incorporate existing knowledge and include simulations,
this research advocates improving the technical capability of the workforce and adding
distributed AI, specifically Agent-Based Models (ABMs), to the suite of computational
tools supporting foreign policy development. To improve technical capability the USG
must inspire coding across the USG and in particular in the Intelligence Community.
Teaching the domain experts to code provides the ability for professionals across the
foreign policy enterprise to encode their knowledge so their knowledge can be
dynamically applied across the enterprise. Second, it advocates the integration of ABMs
as the preferred simulation approach to both validate analysis and experiment with
different policy choices. The current challenge with the wide spread use of ABMs is a
relatively underdeveloped infrastructure compared to other computational tools, notably
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machine and deep learning libraries. Building parts of this ABM infrastructure then
consumes the rest of this research.
This research provides two libraries for the Python-based ABM library Mesa to
support wide spread adoption of ABMs. The first library is Multi-level Mesa. Multi-level
Mesa provides infrastructure to tie the agent population and model schedule directly to
JIPOE 2.0. It allows for the incorporation of complex networks with layers of groups,
where different behaviors can be activated based on the active links according to the
dynamics of the simulation. The second library is Distributed Space Mesa. This library
represents a first step at developing a library of distribution options for Mesa models and
shows modest time improvements for populations of 10000 or more agents, distributed
spatially. This library was developed because campaign policy and actions are often
made under time constraints and so it is necessary to try to optimize models for faster
time performance. Both libraries were developed, verified and validated using the sugar
and spice trade variation of the Sugarscape model (Axtell and Epstein 1996). As a
seminal ABM, this model provided the best trade-offs, in my opinion, of simplicity and
agent interaction with both their environment and each other, while also being validated
against well accepted economic theory. Although using a single model does not provide a
wide breadth of testing and development, both libraries are freely available to allow for
open source collaboration and improvement.
This dissertation then proceeds in three main chapters. Chapter two describes
complex systems, the shortcoming of the current Joint approaches and the integration
computational tools into the analytic and planning processes. Chapter three describes
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Multi-level Mesa and provides results from the Sugarscape with trade model. Chapter
four describes Distributed Space Mesa. This section provides lessons learned to aid in the
development of a Distributed Mesa meta-library, results from the Sugarscape
development model and next steps. Together these chapters contribute (1) an improved
foreign policy perspective with an outline of the best computational tools for different
parts of the foreign policy process, (2) An ABM library which supports for the
incorporation of complex adaptive networks with multiple layers, and (3) The first
publicly available attempt at a distributed module for Python’s Mesa library.
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CHAPTER TWO: ANALYSIS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN
INTEGRATED CAMPAIGNING

Integrated campaigning requires the development and execution of U.S. foreign
policy across the whole of U.S. Government (USG) (Joint Concept for Integrated
Campaigning 2018). Although a holistic USG approach does not exist, the Department of
Defense (DoD) argues for such an approach through its Joint Concept of Integrated
Campaigning and its Joint doctrine provides a well-documented process for coherent
course of action (e.g. policy) development. Coherent policy development and
implementation across large organizations requires a common perspective to analyze the
situation that provides (1) an accurate description of the situation and foreign policy
dynamic and (2) supports synergistic action with minimal coordination. The current
analytic approach for the DoD, the Joint Intelligence Preparation of the Operating
Environment (JIPOE), fails to meet these criteria and must be further developed to
effectively support Integrated Campaigning, particularly if it is to spread beyond the
DoD. JIPOE assumes universal categories, such as the Political, Military, Economic,
Social, Information and Infrastructure (PMESII) breakdown of the operating environment
and fails to account for interdependencies with the foreign population system. This is
fundamentally at odds with the system foundation of JIPOE (Joint Intelligence
Preparation of the Operating Environment, 2014). The USG must adopt a perspective
which views the behavior of a foreign entity as the result of the adaption and competition
of layers of interdependent groups within the foreign entity. An analysis of
interdependent and adapting groups provides a more accurate assessment of the situation
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because it rests on the current understanding of complex adaptive systems. The challenge
is analyzing the interdependencies and possible adaptions of layers of foreign groups
defies both human cognitive capacity and analytic equations.
Due to the complexity of these systems, computational tools are inextricably
intertwined with their analysis and are able to encode knowledge for more effective
coordination across the USG. An improved analytic framework combined with an
understanding of existing and emerging artificial intelligence (AI), a subset of
computational tools, allows for an assessment of how computation fits into both the Joint
Intelligence Process and Joint Planning Process to support integrated campaigns. This
integration of emerging technology into the everyday processes of military affairs has
been the catalyst for a revolution (Boot, 2006), and this integration of technology and
perspective through Integrated Campaigning has the potential to not only revolutionize
the conduct of military affairs but the whole of foreign policy.
The Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning (JCIC) acknowledges the historic
perspectives of peace and war make foreign policy harder and an integrated approach
across the USG with a more nuanced understanding is necessary (Joint Concept for
Integrated Campaigning 2018). The JCIC describes “Integrated Campaigning as Joint
Force and interorganizational partner efforts to enable the achievement and maintenance
of policy aims by integrating military activities and aligning non-military activities of
sufficient scope, scale, simultaneity, and duration across multiple domains.” It then goes
on to provided four interrelated elements for the conduct of Integrated Campaigning, (1)
understanding the operating environment (OE), (2) design and construct the campaign,
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(3) employ the integrated force and secure gains, (4) assess and adapt the campaign
(2018) (Figure 1). Interwoven through this concept is the competition continuum (Figure
2) and the JCIC examines implementation of each of the four elements along this
continuum. This study furthers the JCIC by providing a complex adaptive systems
approach to support Integrated Campaigning. Applying a complex systems approach
provides immediate recommendations for Joint doctrine and recommendations for the
integration of computational tools.

Figure 1: Four Elements of Integrated Campaigning
(Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning 2018)
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Figure 2: Competition Continuum
(Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning 2018)

This chapter is organized into two layers for shorter and longer readings. Each
layer provides recommendations to further develop JIPOE, the framework to understand
the OE and recommendations for how to integrate computational tools into the USG’s
foreign policy system to enhance integrated campaigning. The first layer provides the
foundational understanding of complex systems, a description of the implications to the
JIPOE, and a description for the integration of computational tools. The second layer then
provides an upgraded JIPOE framework, a discussion about the dynamics of
computation, and how different AI tools can be overlaid on existing joint processes to
support integrated campaigning.
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On Complex Adaptive Systems
Complex adaptive systems provides a scientific perspective to explore everything
from physics and biology to economics and political science (Axtell and Epstein 1996;
Beinhocker 2006; Cioffi Revilla 2017; Gleick 1987; Mitchell 2009; Prigogine and
Stengers 1984; Simon 1997; Smith and Morowitz 2016). Over the past decade, a complex
systems perspective has become the dominant focus of policy studies (Dunn 2018) and is
ubiquitous in the study of conflict from counter insurgency to high intensity conflict
(Clausewitz, Howard, and Paret 1976; Kilcullen 2010, 2013; Lawson 2014; Joint
Intelligence Preparation of the Operating Environment 2014). Complex systems can be
understood at numerous degrees of difficulty, which is essential as it will be shown that
this perspective needs to be applied by 18-year-old Servicemembers and senior Foreign
Service Officers.
Presenting complex systems in their simplest construct, they are adaptive
networks (Krakauer, 2018), where the interdependencies (e.g. edges, links) are important
(Miller & Page, 2007; Mitchell, 2009). For example, a family is in a homeostasis with
each member through its interdependencies to the others. This homeostasis shapes the
behavior of the members. If a parent is an alcoholic or nurturing, there are known impacts
on child behavior. If the homeostasis changes, a parent becomes sober or a parent dies,
the resources flowing (e.g. information, mood, money) across the interdependencies
change and the family network adapts. This new configuration results in a new
homeostasis and a change in both the individual and emergent family behavior.
(Sapolsky, 2017; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). Groups of interdependencies also exist
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simultaneously (e.g. home group and work group) and at multiple levels in constructs
such as families, neighborhoods, cities and nations. This layered structure of subgroups is
essential as it provides resilience to the system (Cioffi Revilla, 2017; Holland, 1995;
Miller & Page, 2007; Simon, 1997).
Unlike the classical view of science which has analytic equations to explain
behavior, simple mechanisms combined with numerous interactions are more helpful in
understanding complex systems (Gleick 1987; Grimm et al. 2005). A critical element in
these interactions is uniqueness, each group even if similar or using the same processes is
in a slightly different situation and this uniqueness influences the emergent behavior of
the system (Axtell et al. 2002; Lorenz 1963). This uniqueness is literally a part of us, as
each human has a unique genetic code and this code is not only unique to each person but
even expressed differently based on that individual’s environmental exposure. Complex
adaptive systems are therefore a network whose behavior emerges from the adapting
interdependencies of numerous intertwined groups at multiple levels. Although this
description may strain intuitive understanding its implications can be explored through an
analysis of the JIPOE framework.
Joint Intelligence Preparation of the Operating Environment and Complex
Adaptive Systems
JIPOE does use a systems approach, but does not account for the unique
interdependencies of groups at numerous levels. JIPOE focuses on a categorical analysis
of elements within the OE, without explicit descriptions of how resources flow across the
network to understand the interdependencies between groups. This approach is
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epitomized by the PMESII (Political, Military, Economic, Social, Information and
Infrastructure) construct (Joint Intelligence Preparation of the Operating Environment,
2014). PMESII’s categorical breakdown implies these are the universal elements of any
society, which produce its emergent behavior. A cursory examination of any two nations
reveals this is not true; each nation is composed of unique groups. Even taxonomically
similar groups, such as the military, are vastly different across nations in their
organization and behavior based on their local interdependencies. In addition, a core
component of complex systems is different levels of groups whose functioning defies the
PMESII breakdown. Failing to account for the system’s unique groups at multiple levels
implicitly causes an underestimation of the system’s resilience, since there are no layers
of subcomponents (Simon, 1997). Identifying the unique groups then requires an
understanding of each group’s interdependencies (e.g. income, relationships) which
reveals how the groups survive and compete within their system. This analysis provides
the possibility of assessing how altering interdependencies may weaken some groups,
strengthen others or cause sub-group(s) to realign. JIPOE accounts for the main elements
of complex systems by viewing them as networks, but it misses the essence of these
dynamic systems whose behavior is determined by the flow of resources through the
layers of groups.
Understanding that the groups and their interdependencies are what produces the
emergent behavior of the foreign system means altering the interdependencies, which
includes the internal processes of the existing sub-groups, is how to alter the behavior of
the foreign nation. Identifying these groups then allows for analysis of each group’s
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interdependencies and their internal processing of those resources. Analysis of the groups
and their interdependencies shows how they survive and compete within their system and
this understanding provides the foundation with which to develop effective policy and
anticipate how that policy will influence foreign behavior.
Pakistan serves as a clear example of why the groups which compose the foreign
population must be the focal point and the system cannot be broken down in common
categories. The military, the M in PMESII, has its own businesses preventing its control
by the government (Siddiqa 2017), and occasionally acts as a political entity when it
takes control of the government. When the military becomes a political entity it becomes
subject to the same patronage dynamic of the other major political parties all of whom
must dole out patronage to the kinship groups and be supported by the professional
bureaucrats (Lieven 2011; Talbot 2012). The interdependencies of the military shape its
emergent behavior. Having its own financial resources provides it autonomy, with less
consequences for coups, while when it is in political power it is still subject to the
government interdependencies of the other political groups. PMESII’s categorical
breakdown places a dynamic group like the military into one category without capturing its
economic dynamic or allowing it to adapt into a political entity. The component parts of

complex systems are not general categories, but the unique groups and their
interdependencies of the foreign system of interest.
Understanding how the groups within the foreign population survive and how
they can adapt must be the focal point of analysis and it must be understood that
processes of a group under one condition may not work under another. For example,
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Sparta, after defeating Athens in the Peloponnesian War, was defeated by Thebes only 33
years later as the Spartan system which made it initially successful, undermined its strength
when it transitioned from a local to a regional power. Becoming a regional power changed
the flow of resources into the system, as these new resources where processed through the
Spartan socio-political system, they unexpectedly disintegrated the core of the Spartan
army (Bueno De Mesquita et al. 2003). Analyzing complex systems is challenging

because the emergent behavior at each level is the result of the functioning and
interdependencies of those groups at a moment in time.
The reality of layers of adapting groups provides foundational support to the
concept and justification for Integrated Campaigning. The U.S. foreign policy system
must work coherently at multiple levels and across specialties if it is to effectively
influence the interdependencies of a complex and adapting foreign system in pursuit of
policy goals. Colloquially, how do you organize and enable the enterprise to work
together to influence the functioning of the foreign socio-political-economic system.
Computational tools which are an essential tool to understand the operating environment
(OE), further increase in importance as they enable more effective interdependencies
within the U.S. foreign policy system as it works accomplish its policy goals.
Integrating Computation
It is not a coincidence complex systems have come to the forefront of many
disciplines at the same time computational power has increased and the entry barrier to
employ code has lowered. Repeated interaction of unique and adapting entities defies
closed form analytic equations, but computers are able to simulate these interactions.
Complex systems were previously ignored as the tools to analyze them were too
16

cumbersome. They are now being embraced because computers allow them to be
analyzed (Cioffi Revilla 2017; Gleick 1987; Prigogine and Stengers 1984; Simon 1997).
In addition, the ability of computers to do a large number of calculations allows for not
only simulations of complex systems but has allowed for the explosion of the prevalent
AI tools of machine and deep learning (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016).
Computer code also allows for the storage and transfer of these processes so they can be
compartmentalized and combined in unique and novel ways by any user (Booch et al.
2007). Computation provides an essential tool to analyze complex systems, process the
overwhelming of data collected, and store these techniques so they can propagate across
the U.S. foreign policy system.
Based on the capabilities of computational tools they can be integrated in three
ways. First, as tools to reduce processing challenges due to the ubiquity of data. Second,
as virtual laboratories to test analysis and experiment in silico with policies (i.e. courses
of action) and third, as technical bridges to allow expert algorithms to support analysis
and planning. In a practical narrative, collection assets obtain large amounts of data from
the OE and use AI to help curate and pre-process the data. The integrated team then
further studies and processes this data integrating it with its qualitative understanding of
the local dynamics based on group interdependencies. The team then ‘plugs and plays’
advanced, vetted algorithms by domain experts, to custom build distributed AI
simulations (i.e. Agent Based Models) to grow the main dynamics of their OE in silico.
Successfully growing the observed dynamics provides a more rigorous test of one’s
understanding of the OE and then provides a virtual laboratory to try different campaign
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designs prior to execution which is then updated as the team assesses and adapts during
execution. As unique groups exist at multiple level across the foreign policy system, this
approach, at varying levels of complexity, must be employed from the special forces A
team to the combined arms battalion to USAID team to the non-government
organizational partner to the National Security Council.
Integrated Campaigning Analysis and Planning
The ‘right’ perspective for understanding the OE is critical to the success of
Integrated Campaigns. Complex adaptive systems provide the right perspective and is
used by all disciplines which make up the U.S. foreign policy system. The Joint
application of complex adaptive systems, through the JIPOE, needs to immediately
change the focus from a categorical breakdown to group identification and analysis. The
USG must further integrate computational tools to share knowledge, process data and
conduct more effective analysis and planning. Incorporating distributed AI will allow
analysts to grow in silico their OE of interest, providing a more rigorous check on their
assessments. Planners can then use validated models as a virtual laboratory to develop
and test their designs. The holistic integration of both improved concepts and emerging
technology is the historic recipe for major advances in the conduct of war (Boot 2006)
and in this case will include an unprecedented impact on foreign policy in general. The
next sections delve deeper into these dynamics providing an updated JIPOE framework
and provides a more detailed discussion on the integration of different computational
tools.
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JIPOE 2.0
An Updated Framework
An improved understanding of complex adaptive systems makes the task of
updating JIPOE fairly straightforward. First, the focus must be on the groups within the
system. As these groups will be unique, they must first be identified. Second, the
interdependencies of the groups are how the groups survive and competes and so shape
their behavior, so each group’s interdependencies must be identified. Third, each group
will have historic behaviors, these can be understood as their typical policies or courses
of action when dealing with the various situations they face. This section then falls into
the familiar pattern of intelligence analysis, where the analysts provides possible
behaviors (i.e. courses of action) for the specific situations of interest (Joint Intelligence
Preparation of the Operating Environment 2014). Fourth, simulate this assessment and
compare its emergent behavior to that of the system (Figure 3). A comparison to test the
models behavior against reality is known as validation (Railsback and Grimm 2012). An
upgraded JIPOE shifts the focus from the categorical breakdown of a population to the
identification and analysis of the unique groups and their interdependencies within the
population, while incorporating simulations as an essential part to test one’s analysis and
add rigor to the process.

JIPOE 2.0
Identify the groups within the system
Identify each groups interdependencies
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Identify each group’s possible behaviors (e.g. policies, courses of action)
Simulate the OE and validate the model behavior against observed behavior
Figure 3: Updated JIPOE Framework

Weaknesses of JIPOE 2.0
The obvious challenge with this approach is complex systems are groups ‘all the
way down.’ This begs the question, if an analyst is looking at the nation level, does one
need to include a neighborhood organization in a suburb of the city or even each person
and their unique behavior? The unrealistic answer is yes. This complexity is what causes
these systems to be deterministically unpredictable, which means the past determines the
future, but the future cannot be predicted past its prediction horizon (Gleick 1987;
Strogatz 2003). This is important to understand because it tempers expectations, custom
simulations will not simulate the future, they will enhance understanding. These
simulations are a more rigorous representation of one’s understanding which can be more
effectively conveyed and tested across the foreign policy system. The realistic answer,
then, is one needs to focus their analysis at the level appropriate for the organization they
are supporting, whether that is a village or a global assessment. Despite these
unavoidable obstacles, even a generic application without simulation, provides a
fundamentally different narrative for U.S. foreign policy.
A New Understanding of U.S. Foreign Policy Objectives
If a foreign country is the emergent behavior of its particular layers of
interdependent groups then where does a democracy fit within this framework? The short
answer is from elementary school civics; it is the country where there is a balance of
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power. A more developed answer comes from political science, specifically Selectorate
theory (Bueno De Mesquita et al. 2003). Implicitly, Selectorate theory adopts a complex
system approach as the government of a country is determined by its winning coalition
(which is a coalition of groups and individuals within the system), while every other
group is in either the real selectorate (e.g. actual voters) or nominal selectorate (e.g.
people who can vote) (Bueno De Mesquita et al. 2003). Selectorate theory then predicts
under what dynamic a country switches from a dictatorship to a democracy based on size
of the winning coalition and dynamics of the selectorate. Briefly, if the winning coalition
is small, it is easier to pay off the members with private goods then it is to provide public
goods such as infrastructure or rule of law (Figure 4) (Bueno De Mesquita et al. 2003).
This then provides an objective for U.S. Foreign policy; keep the winning coalition large
so the government must provide public goods.

Private Goods*
Public Goods

Figure 4: Relationship between coalition size and distribution of goods
(Bueno De Mesquita et al. 2003) * Author added for clarity
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These conclusions played out in real life in Afghanistan as the power and support
the U.S. gave the Karzai administration was used to maintain power and not provide
public goods to the population (Kilcullen 2013). The conclusions are also seen in the
numerous case studies explored in The Logic of Political Survival (Bueno De Mesquita et
al. 2003) and are produced in even simple agent based simulations (Pike 2018). An
understanding of interdependent groups competing inside a foreign government then
leads to a profound insight. The power of the U.S. can work against its goals of
establishing governments responsive to the population, because by supporting a group or
small number of groups, those groups dramatically increase their power and are able to
keep their winning coalition size small.
Changing JIPOE from a category focus to a group focus fundamentally alters how
the U.S. foreign policy system will understand the situation and enact policy. First, the
U.S. will understand its objectives as keeping winning coalitions large to stimulate the
government to provide public versus private goods. Second, the U.S. foreign policy
system will understand itself and the resources it provides not as an ally to others
espousing democracy, but as an interdependency the internal groups of the foreign
system will use for to their group’s benefit. This approach, however, is not a panacea.
The complexity of foreign populations will continue to defy understanding and any
simulation will only be a more complex representation of the U.S. foreign policy’s
understanding. This understanding can still be flawed due to biases, misunderstanding
and personal interest. Overall, this approach should improve understanding as it more
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accurately represents reality improving foreign policy, but it can still result in failures and
challenges. JIPOE 2.0’s updated perspective provides a framework more closely
connected to the current understanding of complex systems and fundamentally changes
how foreign policy is understood and applied. Computation is an essential part to test
one’s application of these tools.
Computational Integration
Computation provides three advantages to Integrated Campaigning. First,
computation can help process the ubiquity of data, which technology can now collect.
Second, computation can help simulate the OE for analysts to test their assessments and
for planners to use as a virtual laboratory during campaign design and adaption. These
two capabilities then represent the third benefit, computation encodes knowledge in a
dynamic way to allow more effective sharing and understanding of knowledge across the
foreign policy system. Code serves as a technical bridge to provide analysts and planners
expert tools to help them more effectively explore and understand their OE. This
encoding also allows planners and analysts to share dynamic assessments and plans
across the foreign policy system. To explore these advantages this study begins with the
concept of encoding knowledge.
Encoding Knowledge
To understand how code can store knowledge and be activated by being put into
different processes, this study will briefly discuss the dynamics of AI. To understand AI,
it is first important to understand there is no universal or even generalizable algorithm
(Domingos 2015). With the recent surge of artificial intelligence, it is tempting to think
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there is a general artificial intelligence algorithm. AI is large suite of computational tools
and each does well on certain types of problems. Furthermore, most AI algorithms must
be trained with specific data and then are used in the specific context of their training data
with limited or no applicability to other datasets.
Figure 5 shows a Venn diagram of different AI categories and figure 6 focuses on
the machine learning and shows a decision map of machine learning tools based on
generic data situations. If there was a general algorithm, companies could just apply this
application to their data get insightful outputs and make decisions.

Figure 5: Venn Diagram of Artificial Intelligence
(Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016) (MLP = Multi-Layer Preceptron)
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Figure 6: Machine Learning Algorithm Cheat Sheet
(Scikit-learn Developers 2017)

Instead, companies are hiring specially trained data professionals to apply the
suite of tools to find insights and aid decisions for their specific context. The challenge,
just like all analysis, becomes what tool to use when. This situation is further complicated
by the fact that many tools have additional parameters, which the practitioner must adjust
or to which must be adjusted with training data. Furthermore, if one manipulates the data
or the tools enough, you can get the tools to give you whatever answer you want and a
clever adversary can find ways to defeat or mislead them (James et al. 2013; Goodfellow,
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Bengio, and Courville 2016). The lack of a universal algorithm puts AI in perspective, it
is a collection of tools each of which does well in specific situations.
AI tools are stored in open source libraries which allow large numbers of people
to test, employ and improve them. Instead of constantly rewriting the code, an individual
applying a machine learning algorithm, building a neural network or performing any
number of other computational tasks, relies on a package of code which can be invoked
with just a few lines of code. This is significant because the packages not only encode
knowledge but also allow that knowledge to be reemployed with different data or with
different combinations of encoded knowledge (e.g. other code packages) and passed
through the policy enterprise.
The effect of encoding is a more precise method to share Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures (TTPs) or Lessons Learned. Like Soldiers sharing techniques for zeroing the
25mm gun on a Bradley Fighting Vehicle, clearing a route of Improvised Explosive
Devices, or briefing terrain features, researchers and practitioners share code to be more
successful and make their work more efficient. As an example, using Python based AI
tools, the library Scikit Learn provides highly optimized packages for the machine
learning algorithms while Tensor Flow provides a similar service for artificial neural
networks.1 Both are free to use and allow individuals to submit improvements. This
approach saves time and provides better code. Encoding means analysts and planners do
not have to build their own AI or other computational tools, they just need to understand
how to apply it. This can increase the coherence of U.S. foreign policy as assessments

1

Scikit Learn weblink --- http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ ; Tensor Flow --- https://www.tensorflow.org/
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and plans encoded in simulations can be dispersed across the foreign policy enterprise.
Appreciating how computers store and share knowledge provides the foundation for the
rest of this discussion. With this understanding the next challenge is to understand what
tools are best for the different portions of Integrated Campaigning, specifically elements
one (understand the OE), two (design and construct the campaign) and four (assess and
adapt the campaign).2
Artificial Intelligence and Understanding the Operating Environment
Using AI to understand the OE works at all points across competition continuum
and likewise the Joint Intelligence Process is applicable across the continuum and
provides the basis for common terminology and procedures (Joint Intelligence 2013).
Using the Joint Intelligence Process as the template, one can apply different categories of
AI tools to each part of the process (Figure 7). This allows for a discussion of the
strengths of the categories of tools against the backdrop of the Joint terminology.
Although a simplification, in general there are two types of tools, (1) tools which classify
and perceive (Cielen, Meysman, and Ali 2016; Wright 2018) and (2) tools which
simulate (Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005).
Tools which classify and perceive are the pervasive AI tools which fall broadly
into two categories of machine learning and deep learning or artificial neural networks.
First, machine learning uses a variety of statistical techniques and can help able to

2

Computational tools can also assist with element three, employing the integrated force and securing gains,
by providing decision makers better understanding of logistics, movements and every other data related
aspect of the campaign. This however, exceeds the scope of this study which focuses on how to understand
the OE and how to improve integrated actions necessary to influence the OE towards U.S. policy
objectives.
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identify cancers, personal shopping habits, outliers or any other number of data intensive
tasks (Cielen, Meysman, and Ali 2016; James et al. 2013). Second, artificial neural
networks are good at perception which includes analyzing images and videos and
conducting natural language processing (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016). The
prerequisite for machine learning and deep learning tools is data. Machine learning, as
shown in figure 6, requires at least 50 data samples from the collection of interest, while a
deep learning algorithm which meets or exceeds human capability typically requires 10
million labeled samples (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016). This represents the
fundamental dynamic of these tools; they produce outputs based on the data they are
given (the data sets the parameters of the algorithm). This dynamic leads to a core tradeoff which is the bias-variance trade-off. In essence, this means these tools are brittle. At a
certain point they become so tuned to the specific data set that if they are given a similar
but different data set their performance is reduced (James et al. 2013). Deep learning in
particular is susceptible to adversarial action, where the algorithms can be subverted
(Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016). Despite these weaknesses, machine learning
and neural networks are not only able to conduct impressive data analysis sometimes
beyond human capability, they are essential to help process the overwhelming amount of
data.
Based on these capabilities machine learning and neural networks are most
applicable to the collection, processing and exploitation of the intelligence process
(Figure 7). One obvious capability is for processing images and alerting individuals in
real time to specific events or sorting them for use by analysts later as they conduct
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deeper assessments. These tools can also be used to process and categorize events
through a variety of reporting streams. For example, the Integrated Conflict Early
Warning System (ICEWS) processes bilateral actions between actors, at varying levels
across the globe, using open source reports, a suite of A tools, and some customized
algorithms to help classify the hostility or cooperativeness of different events (Schrodt
2017; Lautenschlager 2015). ICEWs uses a suite of AI to sort an overwhelming amount

Figure 7: Joint Intelligence and AI
(Joint Intelligence 2013)
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of open source articles into a simple format, which analysts can further analyze. Machine
learning and artificial neural networks are able to help process overwhelming amounts of
data which can be of constant aid to integrated campaigning by providing better
situational awareness. AI tools however are only a few categories of tools that domain
experts can craft based on their own experience and trained intuition.
The knowledge of domain experts already embedded throughout the USG cannot
be ignored and encoding their knowledge will only help further aid the USG. For these
reasons, basic computation and customized algorithms (Figure 7) are included in the JIP
and will likely prove as beneficial or more than existing AI tools. Encoding this
knowledge, however, represents a truth the USG must recognize, technology will help
considerably, but increasing the technology capability of its members is essential to truly
exploit computation’s potential. For example, again using ICEWS new actors may
emerge which the AI is not tuned to collect and more likely an analyst will be interested
in particular events for their OE which were not considered at the global scale. With a
little coding, an analyst can add those features into his or her stream (Schrodt 2017). This
not only works for advanced AI tools, but also for simple processes such as building a
web scraper for specific concerns, downloading a large number of reports and
simplifying them, or even developing a unique algorithm for a specific problem set. In
addition, USG members need to have the skills to be able to adapt immediately to foreign
efforts to influence the data and employ at least partial solutions minimizing the time it
may take for experts to fix the issue. Furthermore, useful tools are always under
development, ICEWS is already being surpassed as political scientists and other
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researchers constantly improve them, and just like TensorFlow or Scikit-learn they are
available through open source (Schrodt 2017). AI tools are only part of a vast potential
toolkit, USG members need to be able to manipulate those tools to their specific context
for the data to be of real value and can craft their own based on their experience and
understanding.
The Joint Intelligence Process can then be further enhanced by the incorporation
of simulations. Although there are six general types of simulations analysts can use to
help them understand the OE (Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005), this study will focus on
ABMs. An ABM is a self-contained program which contains agents. Agents are a
simplistic representation of entities such as animals or people or entities on the internet of
things. These agents then make decisions based on their “perceptions” of the situation
(Gilbert and Troitzsch 2005). ABMs are considered distributed AI and have some unique
suitability for intelligence analysis due to their ability to simulate the operating
environment one is trying to understand. If an analyst is unable to grow the phenomenon
he are she is trying to analyze then the analysts did not understand it (Epstein 2006).
ABMs have the added benefit of being able to tune the amount of data used to build
them. If collected data is available, it can be incorporated, but if the analyst must rely on
qualitative assessments, ABMs can be built on purely qualitative assessments and still
produce insightful results. ABMs are also directly related to the updated JIPOE
framework. Agents are the groups and the model simulates what happens as groups
pursue different behaviors and interdependencies change, such as increases or decreases
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to revenue, new or broken alliances, or new capabilities. Through the incorporation of
ABMs, analysts will be able to simulate their assessment of the OE.
Like all the other computational tools, a practitioner could manipulate the
simulation to produce desired results. This is no different than the normal biases analysts
must avoid in their daily work (Heuer 1999). However, the process of formalizing one’s
inferences and testing them through the development of an ABM increases rigor and can
provide critical insights. In addition, a technically capable workforce will be able to
review it and assess the simulations veracity, just as intelligence products are reviewed
now.
The other weakness of ABMs compared with the more common AI tools is a lack
of infrastructure from the analyst’s production schedule perspective. The goal is for
analysts to be able to ‘plug and play’ advanced algorithms into their specific agent
population and against their specific concerns. Although there are several ABM libraries
in a number of different coding languages, none of them have a supporting suite of
algorithms for agent behaviors which analysts can employ. A nascent attempt has been
started in the Python ABM library Mesa. Mesa packages3 looks to serve as an algorithm
hub so analysts can find relevant behavior and ‘plug and play’ them (Pike 2018). These
algorithms can be understood as Structured Analytic Techniques (SATs) where analysts
employ not only a technique but a combination of techniques in their model of the OE.
The hard part of having a pipeline to fill this repository already exists. DARPA and

3

https://github.com/projectmesa/mesa/wiki/Mesa-Packages
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IARPA fund projects which must rely on algorithms to analyze populations dynamics.4
Requiring the algorithms be compatible with preferred ABM libraries will then allow
them to be vetted and made available for analysts use almost immediately. For ABMs to
be readily accessible to the daily efforts of analysts it will need more developed
infrastructure so they can employ combinations of algorithms to build models faster and
the USG already has a ready pipeline, which with a few tweaks can help build this
infrastructure.
Artificial Intelligence and Campaign Design and Adaption
Establishing how AI tools can integrate into intelligence analysis sets the
conditions for discussing how AI can integrate into element two (design and construct)
and element four (assess and adapt) of Integrated Campaigning. Although specific actions
identified through collection and processing with machine learning and neural networks
may cause immediate changes to the campaign, these dynamics are fairly well established
in that if a specific action is detected then a specific leader needs to know about it
immediately (e.g. priority intelligence requirements). ABMs, however, represent a new
way to analyze the OE and construct campaigns, but even they are fairly straightforward
to integrate.
Using the same approach as the previous section, I overlay ABM employment
over the Joint Planning Process (Figure 8). From the updated JIP, analysts should pass a
validated model which grows the dynamics of interest of the OE. Planners then take this

4

It is interesting to note in this context that Python 2 was a DARPA funded program under the title Coding
for Everyone. (van Rossum 1999)
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model and add in their own code to influence the OE. This action then constitutes
constructing and designing the campaign (e.g. course of action development). At this
point, the ABM becomes a virtual laboratory to experiment with policies prior to
implementation. From this experimentation, the impact of different policies can be
compared and recommended to decision makers.
This integration of computational tools into intelligence analysis and campaign
design is then repeated through the assessment and adaption of the campaign (Integrated
Campaigning element three) until the policy objectives are achieved. This need for
constant assessment and adaption reiterates the point that simulations are not solutions.
Although analysts may have grown the observed dynamics, there could be several
different dynamics which produce that emergent behavior (Epstein 2006). As the
campaign is executed AI tools will still have to support the collection and processing of
data and the ABM of the OE will have to incorporate this data and be adjusted to correct
mistakes and improve the validation of the simulation. Planners will then need to reassess
their design and adjust it as appropriate. The inclusion of AI tools is a constant and
ongoing effort that will not replace Integrated Campaigning processes but enhance them.
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Figure 8: Joint Planning Process and ABM Integration
(Joint Planning 2017)

The inclusion of ABMs to support decisions at the national level is already being
done and is not merely a conceptual recommendation. Although ABMs have supported
intelligence analysis their classification exceeds this publication. However, a discussion
of a housing market model will substitute as it is a model that conducted analysis and is
now supporting decision making in two different countries in a demonstration of the
process just described. In 2012, George Mason, Oxford and Yale University published
the results of a housing model which closely replicated the housing boom and bust cycle
in the greater Washington D.C. area (Washington D.C., Northern Virginia and Maryland)
from 1997 to 2009 (Geanakoplos et al. 2012). To do this, the authors leveraged several
datasets to include the Multiple Listing Service records, income, race and employment
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data. The researchers used this data to recreate the housing market and the associated
generic population of the greater Washington, D.C. area. This population was instantiated
with an agent housing decision-making process and then recreated most of the major
statistics. The results and the associated conclusions were significant enough that today,
both the central bank of England and the central bank of Norway use variations of this
model customized to their specific data, to (1) test their understanding of their housing
situation and (2) implement possible policies to see the potential impact. This example is
just one of many ABMs which have been used to support decision making.
Understanding how one’s policies may affect the system of interest is always a desire for
decision makers. ABMs provide a proven tool to do so and as such should be a part of
integrated campaigning.
Integrated Campaigning and Complex Adaptive Systems
Complex adaptive systems theory provides a common framework which can be
employed across the whole of the U.S. foreign policy system to support Integrated
Campaigning. Complex systems are already a part of the Joint intelligence process;
however, the process must be upgraded to focus on the groups within population and not
an illusory categorical breakdown. Intertwined with this upgrade is the fact that
computational tools are necessary to analyze complex systems. Recent improvements in
both computing power and in coding accessibility make this feasible for the entire foreign
policy system. Improving the technological capability of the workforce is the critical
piece to exploit ongoing technological advances.
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Updating JIPOE and improving technological capability are the fundamental
improvements necessary to exploit computational tools. Some tools, such as machine
learning and artificial neural networks are suited for processing the overwhelming
amount of data which is being collected, but have limitations. ABMs help overcome
these limitations by providing a tool for analyzing the dynamic behavior of these systems.
ABMs can be used to test one’s assessments about the dynamics of the OE and used as a
virtual laboratory to design and construct the campaign. These tools will then continue to
be used to assess and adapt the campaign as actions take place and the system evolves in
unexpected ways. A major challenge for ABMs is to develop improved supporting
infrastructure so members of the foreign policy system can leverage advanced algorithms
in their simulations. A nascent attempt, Mesa Packages, is already established as a
common hub for such efforts. A complex adaptive systems approach is the ‘right’
perspective for Integrated Campaigning and to be effective, it must be integrated
appropriately into USG frameworks, be employed with a suite of computational tools,
and be supported by a technologically enabled workforce. The rest of this study then
focuses on tools to help build the infrastructure necessary to enable the employment of
ABMs as tools to support campaign design and execution.
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CHAPTER THREE: MULTI-LEVEL MESA

Multi-Level Mesa provides ABM infrastructure to support groups (i.e. modules)
and levels (i.e. hierarchies). This library provides a direct link to JIPOE 2.0 by allowing
the inclusion of complex networks of layered adaptive groups, with the eventual
possibility of being able to link the various analysis of the USG network participating in
an Integrated Campaign plan into a multi-model. Modularity is the concept that clusters
of linked nodes within a network can effectively act as a single node, and are also be
known as communities or building blocks (Barabasi 2016; Holland 1995) and for
simplicity is referred to by this study as groups. Hierarchies represent the emergent layers
of groups (e.g. cells, organs, mammal), which can occur within a complex system and for
reasons discussed later are referred to by this study as levels. For example, using an
individual as the focal point, levels go smaller from the individual, as a human body is
comprised of organs which are comprised of cells, which are comprised of chemicals and
so on. Or, larger from the individual, as humans make up families, which make up
neighborhoods, which make up towns and so on (Miller and Page 2007). Modules and
hierarchies are a critical part of complex adaptive systems as they preserve working subassemblies (e.g. groups) while allowing the entity to try different adaptions and ideally
become more fit or effective (Simon 1997; Holland 1995). As an essential aspect of
complex systems groups and levels are critical to analyze for Integrated Campaigning.
As discussed in chapter two, understanding the groups and levels of a foreign
system is intrinsic to Integrated Campaigning analysis and design, and is one of the main
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reasons any such approach requires coding Servicemembers and Civilians. Object
Oriented Programming (OOP) inherently consists of groups and levels and exploiting this
capability is what provides greatest advantage to OOP languages (Booch et al. 2007).
OOP provides analysts the ability to capture specific groups, levels and processes of
foreign systems. ABM platforms and coding libraries then exploit the properties of OOP
by providing ABM infrastructure. This infrastructure reduces the cost of building an
ABM to the modeler who can focus on simulating his or her phenomenon of interest and
not on writing code which manages the interactions of the phenomenon. ABMs, however,
typically stop at two levels of interaction. Agents produce the bottom-up emergent
behavior of the next level, but no further hierarchies are produced (Haman Tchappi et al.
2018; Morvan 2013). For example, a model may have families who form tribes or a
chiefdom that forms a state, but those modes do not have tribes who form chiefdoms,
who then gain additional specialized groups and become states. Multi-level Mesa seeks to
extend the typical ABM dynamic to enable more complex interactions where agents and
groups of agents can interact across multiple hierarchies and have cascading effects
across those hierarchies. The goal of Multi-level Mesa is to provide methods to help
manage the complex interactions of agents and groups of agents across multiple levels.
Multi-level Mesa starts from the view of complex systems as adaptive networks
and allows not only for the formation and dissolution of groups but also for active and
resting modules (or neutral networks) which can interact across layers. In the taxonomy
of efforts to facilitate multiple levels in ABMs, Multi-level Mesa falls in the category of
general coding libraries (Taillandier et al. 2012; Morvan, 2013) and is the only Python
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based library. Multi-level Mesa is intended to be a readily available coding library which
can be employed to support models which seek to understand the interaction of levels and
adapting groups in foreign populations, providing it a direct connection to the JIPOE 2.0
framework.
This chapter proceeds in four sections. First is a literature review of current multilevel ABM approaches. Second is a discussion of Multi-level Mesa’s conceptual
approach. Third is a discussion of Multi-level Mesa’s methods. Fourth is an
implementation of Multi-level Mesa using the Sugarscape construct developed by Rob
Axtell and Joshua Epstein (1996).
Literature Review
As modules and hierarchies are an inherent feature of complex systems there is a
rich body of literature examining them across multiple disciplines. This expansive body
of literature can be broken down into three broad categories. First are approaches which
aimt to identify existing processes that produce emergent modules, which in turn reify
and become agents at a higher hierarchy. Second are approaches which provide
computational infrastructure so others can dictate their own emergent and reification
processes. Third are attempts at linking different models together each of which is its
level within a complex system. Due to the wide breadth of research a complete review is
impractical. Instead, this survey will provide a brief overview of the first category, as it
has the largest amount of literature, and then focus on the existing computational
infrastructure before discussing attempts to link models together, both of which are
applicable to Integrated Campaigning. To begin, however, it is important to discuss some
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terminology. Due to the large amount of research across multiple disciplines on this
subject a diverse set of terms has emerged for the concept of groups and levels within a
complex system.
Terminology
The three main terms for deliberate inclusion of groups and levels into ABMs are
multi-level, multi-scale and holons. The term multi-scale is favored by the natural
sciences but contentious to other disciplines who argue multi-scale is inaccurate (GilQuijano, Louail, and Hutzler 2012; Morvan, 2013). Two cities, for example, Tucson,
Arizona and New York, New York are both at the same ‘city-level’, but are of two
different population scales, 535,000 and 8.6 million, respectively (“Population in the U.S.
- Google Public Data Explorer” 2018). Natural sciences may counter families and states
are really just different scales of human organization in one level of the Earth’s
ecological hierarchy, so the proper terminology is really determined by one’s perspective.
The second term is holon, which has accompanying descriptors such as holarchy, for
discussing the hierarchies within the system, or holonic, to describe a system with
modules and hierarchies (Haman Tchappi et al. 2018). Holon comes from Arthur
Koestler’s book Ghost in the Machine and was invented to specifically address the
existence of subassemblies within complex systems based on Herbert Simon’s parable of
the two watchmakers (1967; 1997). The coding module adopts the term multi-level, as it
is more descriptive for foreign policy, since in modern foreign relations a State is an
entity regardless of whether it is Liechtenstein or China (Kissinger 2014) and Multi-level
Mesa is focused on the multiple scales within the human organizational level . Multi-
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level was then selected instead of holon for the simple reason the term multi-level makes
its purpose more obvious to potential users. Despite these different terms, multi-scale,
multi-level and holon each mean the deliberate inclusion of groups and levels.
There are two other terms worthy of discussion in the literature, which intersect
with multi-level ABMs but also have models outside the ABM set. First is multimodelling (also referred to as meta models). This effort can be seen as a separate but
intersecting focus area. Multi-models are an effort to link two or more models of a similar
phenomenon together to allow for numerous research efforts to be combined (Soyez et al.
2013; Scerri et al. 2010). Some of these efforts fall under the third category discussed in
this literature review, while some are wholly independent from ABMs, notably the
Coupled Earth System Model which consists of four publicly available models to
explore the Earth’s weather system.5 The second term is hybrid ABMs, these are
primarily system biology models and combine ABMs with Systems Dynamics where one
or more levels is agent based and their actions parameterize differential equations at other
levels, whose output provides inputs to the agents (Cilfone, Kirschner, and Linderman
2015; Smallwood and Holcombe 2006). Each of these research areas also examine
complex systems at multiple levels, but are specialized approaches which can be seen as
overlapping. With the main terminology described, the next step is to review each of the
three categories of research efforts, processes, computational infrastructure and
connecting models.

5

The climate models are available at http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/ccsm4.0/
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Processes
The first category is research trying to discover or define processes for creating
multiple levels. This category consists of the largest amount of research and exists across
multiple fields. This research tries to address the theoretical issue of generalizable
mechanisms for identifying and reifying emergent phenomenon and cross-level
communication (Morvan 2013; Seck and Honig 2012; Haman Tchappi et al. 2018). For
example, when a group of bacteria form a microbial colony and begin to act as a singular
entity, a group of cells form a functioning organ, or a population of people act as a single
nation. The natural disciplines prefer the term multi-scale and have well developed and
coordinated research efforts to try to identify emergence and reification processes The
efforts include government sponsored projects, working groups, tools, databases,
webinars and competitions, coding platforms and modeling languages (Falcone, Chopard,
and Hoekstra 2010; “Interagency Modeling and Analysis Group” 2018; Morvan, 2013;
Smallwood and Holcombe 2006).6 Ecology has a series of models which look at the
dynamics of multiple levels within a trophic web using ABMs. Existing ecological
models focus on scale (level) transfer or clustering methods to explore the dynamics of
how agents coalesce and how their actions impact levels above and below them from the
micro level (e.g. soil) to the macro level (e.g. an ecosystem) (Morvan, 2013). The natural
sciences have extensive work examining multiple levels of complex systems with

6

A concise website containing multi-scale modelling efforts and links to models, tools and databases is
located at https://www.imagwiki.nibib.nih.gov/.
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significant effort placed on understanding the emergence and reification of entities, and
interdependencies between levels.
Expanding beyond biology and ecology, multi-level models are represented in
three areas. The first area is traffic and pedestrian models. For these models, levels are
added to make the models more computationally efficient as pedestrians begin to move
together as a type of flocking model (Navarro et al. 2013; Haman Tchappi et al. 2018).
The second area overlaps with traffic and pedestrian models to examine city
development. This area includes several research efforts which try and address different
aspects of the multi-level problem. These aspects include identifying when new agents
emerge (Gil-Quijano, Louail, and Hutzler 2012; Camus, Bourjot, and Chevrier 2013) and
how different levels and groups should interact with each other, which intersects with
research into coupling models together (e.g. multi-models) (Navarro et al. 2013). The
third area is organizational and has seen applications trying to manage intelligent
autonomous intelligence vehicles. In this area multiple levels are used to find ways to
deconflict layers within an organization, such as fleets of vehicles autonomously
conducting port operations (Haman Tchappi et al. 2018; Soyez et al. 2013). These three
areas show considerable cross-fertilization as they are looking at similar systems of flow
and organization for different purposes.
Due to the cross fertilization of the previous three areas there are general
frameworks which are used and improved upon for their specific research problems.
These frameworks are CRIO (Capacity, Role, Interaction, Organization) (Haman Tchappi
et al. 2018) , IRM4MLS (Influence Reaction Model for Multi-Level Simulations) (Soyez
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et al. 2013), and AA4MM (Agents and Artifacts for Multi-Modelling) (Camus, Bourjot,
and Chevrier 2013; Siebert, Ciarletta, and Chevrier 2010). Interestingly, each of these
approaches are proposed by French universities, who have the most research papers,
outside the natural sciences, on this subject.
Research into natural processes for the emergence and reification of new layers
and the cross communication between layers represented the largest amount of research
on multi-level ABMs. The natural sciences have the most developed research efforts to
examine this problem. There is also substantial research examining these phenomena in
population flow and organizational models. Although this review focused on ABMs,
there are similar efforts in discrete event simulations, specifically, the DEVs models,
whose evolution over time has made them more similar to ABMs (Morvan 2013; Seck
and Honig 2012; Haman Tchappi et al. 2018).
Computational Infrastructure
The second category in the literature is computational infrastructure and is the
category of Multi-level Mesa. This category has two sub-areas, ABM platforms and
coding libraries. ABM platforms are characterized by their own simplified coding
language to reduce the barrier of entry for non-programmers. For the ABM platforms
there are three which have multi-level models. They are NetLogo7, SPARK (Simple
Platform for Agent-based Representation of Knowledge)8 and GAMA9. NetLogo has an
extension dedicated to multi-level models, more accurately meta-models, called

7

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
http://www.pitt.edu/~cirm/spark/
9
https://gama-platform.github.io/
8
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LevelSpace. LevelSpace’s approach is to link models together (e.g. multi-models) so the
dynamics of one can update another. Examples include linking NetLogo’s Wolf Sheep
Predation model with its Climate Change model where climate impacts grass growth and
animal flatulence impacts greenhouse gases and animals whose decision-making function
is linked to neural net models (Hjorth et al. 2016; Hjorth et al. 2015). Based on the
taxonomy of this chapter, LevelSpace is infrastructure for the third category, but with
OOP this line between connecting models and models with levels and groups is blurry at
best. SPARK is a Java-based platform modelled on Netlogo, designed specifically for the
use with cell biology. SPARK does not explicitly allow for the formation of levels
relying on the implicit nature of object-oriented programming transferred to their coding
language to allow the modeler to specify their agents and group-agents (Solovyev et al.
2010). GAMA, also a Java-based platform, is the only platform which has specific
methods for the emergence of new agents formed from lower level agents (Taillandier et
al. 2012). Due to applicability of this approach to Multi-level Mesa it is worth looking at
GAMA and its methods in more detail.
GAMA like SPARK, uses the object-oriented nature of Java to embed agents in
larger groups. GAMA then proceeds further by providing explicit commands for group
formation and algorithms to detect new agents. The commands for group formation
include: capture, which adds agents to a group, release, which removes agents from a
group, and migrate, which moves agents from one group to another (“Multi-Level
Architecture” n.d.). GAMA also has clustering algorithms embedded within its platform
which can be used to specify the use of the capture, release or migrate commands
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(Taillandier et al. 2012). In addition, GAMA passes properties of Java’s objectedoriented language into its GAML language so users can specify different behaviors for
groups and their sub-agents and access each agents’ respective attributes regardless of the
level. GAMA is the only ABM platform which explicitly allows for multi-level
architecture within an ABM.
The second area for computational infrastructure is coding libraries. As each
coding library for ABMs (e.g. MASON, Repast, Mesa, FLAME, MaDKit) uses objectoriented programming, each has an implicit ability to have groups and levels. Of the
existing coding libraries, three identified models consisting of multiple layers Repast10,
FLAME11, and MaDKit12 (Haman Tchappi et al. 2018; Morvan 2013; Smallwood and
Holcombe 2006). Of these three only MaDKit provides explicit infrastructure to support
agents operating in multiple levels embedding what it calls the Agent, Group, Role
organizational model. Within the MaDKit documentation, this manifests itself in two
places, first in the agent who can be assigned to multiple groups and assigned a role in
each of these groups. Second, in the network management which maintains the different
groups and roles (Michel, Gutknecht, and Ferber 2017). Although MASON13 and Repast
do not have explicit infrastructure for multi-level models they have built in features
which help enable multi-level models. For MASON this includes Steppable and
anonymous wrappers which allow modelers to group agents together and iterate through
them in a schedule and place an agent (or group of agents) in the schedule multiple times
10

https://repast.github.io/
http://flame.ac.uk/
12
http://www.madkit.org/
13
https://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/#Features
11
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(Luke et al. 2005). For Repast it has three features to aid multiple levels, which are also
based on scheduling. First, scheduling annotations where certain actions are scheduled if
a trigger event occurs. Second, scheduling global behaviors in which the modeler creates
a context which is filled with agents who then are scheduled to behave within that
context. Third, schedule with watcher, which allows for dynamic scheduling by letting
agents know if certain conditions are met so they can execute some action (“Repast
Simphony Reference Manual” 2018).
Of the existing platform and coding libraries only two, GAMA and MaDKit, have
explicit architecture for developing multiple levels and allowing interaction between
them. Although other platforms and coding libraries do not have explicit methods for
multiple layers, modelers are able to leverage their object-oriented foundation to develop
their own. In addition, MASON and Repast have additional features with their respective
scheduler classes which can reduce the cost of integrating groups and levels.
Connecting Models
The final category is the concept of linking models together to create multi-level
ABMs. This category intersects with a much larger field of connecting models and
simulations together and are governed by High Level Architecture (HLA) standard of the
IEEE (2010). What is significant about coupling models which are part of the same
complex system is they will share variables as the various modules in their respective
hierarchy update. Unfortunately, this critical dynamic falls outside the IEEE standard
(Scerri et al. 2010). This situation is significant for Integrated Campaigning. The vision
for its eventual development is for customized ABMs at the various levels and across the
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various groups of the USG who have been activated for a specific campaign to be
integrated. This enterprise model of the area would help understand the interdependencies
between local elements and national elements of the foreign system. Simulating these
interdependencies is critical to understanding how these complex interactions may
cascade across the system. Beyond NetLogo’s LevelSpace, this literature review found
one effort to deal with this challenge. An Architecture for Modular Distributed
Simulation with Agent-Based Models provides an approach with two main features to
overcome this difficulty (Scerri et al. 2010). First is a time manager to ensure all the
models are synchronized in their sequential management. The second feature is a conflict
resolver to determine which model should get access to shared variables first (Scerri et al.
2010). These features go beyond the features Multi-level Mesa will add but is a dynamic
which at some point must be considered. Linking models to simulate the interactions of
different the different groups and levels of a complex foreign system presents new
problems not addressed by the common standards of model and simulation coupling and
so presents significant organizational and governance challenges if the U.S. foreign
policy enterprise attempts to link models across multiple hierarchies.
Multi-level ABMs covers a wide breadth of disciplines and approaches. The
natural sciences who are trying to understand the interaction of levels and groups which
have evolved over millennia are understandably trying to discover the specifics of those
complex interactions. Outside the natural sciences researchers are trying to determine if
there are common interaction processes among diverse human societies or develop
reliable interaction processes to control fleets of autonomous vehicles. For the majority of
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ABM libraries and platforms they have relied on the inherent inclusion of groups and
levels in object-oriented programming. Only GAMA and MaDKit have explicitly
included functionalities for groups and levels, while MASON and Repast have elements
in their schedulers which can implicitly aid more complex interactions between groups
and levels of agents. The literature review showed that groups and levels are an implicit
part of the OOP languages on which ABMs are built. Although groups and levels are an
implicit part of OOP languages managing the complex interaction of agents impacting
higher level agents and vice versa and the ability for agents to be active in different
groups presents significant management challenges which Multi-level Mesa seeks to
mitigate for ABM practitioners.
Multi-level Mesa Approach
Multi-level Mesa’s approach is driven by the concept of complex systems as
adaptive networks. The core data structure of Multi-level Mesa is a network graph using
Python’s NetworkX library (Hagberg, Schult, and Swart 2008). This approach extends
existing multi-level approaches as well as exploiting the OOP nature of Python. The most
similar approaches are GAMA and MaDKit, GAMA incorporates clustering algorithms
as an additional method of determining if agents are in the same group (Taillandier et al.
2012). Multi-level Mesa, leveraging NetworkX clustering algorithms, allows for the same
dynamic, while also allowing users to specify when a module may form or activate based
on link type or a value associated with a link type. In MaDKit, the user must specify the
use of Agent, Group and Role to manage which agent is doing what in which group
(Michel, Gutknecht, and Ferber 2017). Multi-level Mesa extends this approach by
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incorporating a dynamic network. Instead of specifying specific groups and roles, as
connections between agents change through the dynamics of the ABMs, new modules
(groups) can form or dissolve and new behaviors can activate or lay dormant. This
approach allows for neutral networks to exist within any model where certain behaviors
may only emerge under specific conditions and are not previously seen. Multi-level Mesa
goes beyond existing approaches by creating a greater synergy between network science
and ABMs, the interaction of agents produces a dynamic network, which in turn alters the
behavior of the agents. The remainder of this section will discuss the specifics of Multilevel Mesa’s implementation prior to discussing the results of the Sugarscape ABM used
to develop Multi-level Mesa.
The Multi-Level Mesa Library
Multi-level Mesa has three main components. First, a collection of managers
which tracks the agents, the modules of agents (groups), the network of agents, agents
who belong to an existing group, and the schedule. Second, a series of functions which
provides the user different options to form groups or dissolve them. Third, a group class
which allows for the inclusion of different group policies, manages the behavior and
status of the group, and implicitly produces hierarchies within the complex system
(Figure 9). 14

14

Multi-level Mesa is available on GitHub at https://github.com/tpike3/multilevel_mesa and is also part of
the Python Package Index and can be installed with the pip install multilevel_mesa.
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Figure 9: Multi-Level Mesa Schematic

Creating a Multilevel_Mesa Instance and the Multilevel_Mesa Managers
Creating an instance of Multi-level Mesa requires no parameters, and initiates one
attribute and six managers (Box 1). The ML Mesa does have two keyword parameters,
MultiLevel_Mesa.min_for_group and MultiLevel_Mesa.group_net. They parameter
min_for_group tells the instance the minimum number of agents which must be in a
group. The min_for_group parameter has a default setting of two. The second keyword
parameter group_to_net, takes a Boolean and is defaulted to False. If a group is added to
the network, this tells the Multi-level Mesa instance that the group as an agent can link
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with other nodes. User specified behavior can then dictate the complexity of these
interactions, groups to agents, groups to groups and groups forming groups of groups.
The one attribute of Multi-level Mesa is id_counter, which allows for unique_ids to be
generated for groups.
Forming groups and groups within groups and track each group and its formation,
dissolution and coherence from the ‘atomic,’ or agent level, through all the hierarchies
presents significant overhead in tracking who belongs to which groups and whether that
group has the minimum criteria to exist anymore. Due to the complexity which may arise
from all these interactions, ML Mesa has six managers to track the agents, groups,
schedule their interactions and evolution. (1) MultiLevel_Mesa._agents which is an
ordered dictionary (a hash-table consisting of a key:value pair) that holds every agent
added to the instance. This manager is critical to maintain the most granular dictionary
possible of all agents and mimics the _agents dictionary found in Mesa. (2)
MultiLevel_Mesa.net is an instance of a NetworkX graph. This feature provides the
critical structure for tracking and managing agents and groups. (3)
MultiLevel_Mesa.agents_by_type uses a dictionary of dictionaries to track agents by
type. This feature allows for faster reference of specific types of agents when
manipulating groups or schedules. (4) MultiLevel_Mesa.schedule replaces the Mesa
schedule and is an ordered dictionary which manages the agents and when they execute a
step function. (5) MultiLevel_Mesa.groups is an ordered dictionary and tracks the groups
within the model performing the same function of tracking groups as the agents ordered
dictionary. (6) MultiLevel_Mesa.reverse_groups is a dictionary of dictionaries of sets.
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The first dictionary key is the agent id, while the second is group types (link and link
values) and the set is the group ids to which the agent belongs in those group types. This
structure is necessary to ensure duplicate groups are not created or that an agent is added
to an existing group instead of creating a new one. The use of sets also helps expedite
computation by using set operations to evaluate if a group should be formed or agents
added to an existing group. Appendix A provides an example instantiation of Muli-level
Mesa.

1. agents: Ordered Dictionary
2. net : NetworkX Undirected Graph
3. agents_by_type : Dictionary of Dictionaries
4. schedule : Ordered Dictionary
5. groups : Ordered Dictionary
6. reverse_groups : Dictionary of Dictionaries
of Sets
Box 1: Multi-level Mesa Managers and Data Types

The Mutli-level Mesa Functions
Multi-level Mesa has two primary approaches for facilitating a multi-level ABM,
an explicit approach and a network approach. Within these two approaches, Multi-level
Mesa turns the desired agents into a bilateral link list, which form the groups. Each input
of two agents is transformed into a network edge which forms the groups or adds agents
to an existing group. The use of links is also used to disband groups or remove agents
from the group. These functions then create a more dynamic schedule with groups of
agents within hierarchies.
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Forming and Dissolving Groups
User Defined Formation Process: MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group
The formation function of the explicit approach is MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group
and takes a user defined process which must generate a list of bilaterally connected
agents (Box 2). This approach can be computationally expensive, but is necessary to
allow for the accurate recreation of the network. As dictionaries (e.g. the schedule)
cannot be manipulated during iteration, users must use a yield versus the more common
return operator to pass the list of agents to the MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group function.

def form_group(self, process, *args, determine_id = 'default', double = False,
policy = None, group_type = None, **kwargs):
Box 2: MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group function

The MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group function requires one parameter which is the
user specified process to assess whether two agents and their interaction should place
them in a group. The *args and **kwargs allows the user to pass in the parameters for
this process. For the user to pass in an id he or she must yield the id as the first element of
a tuple generated from the yield operator from the user defined process. Users must
choose this id carefully as the id is used in the set operations to merge groups. The double
parameter takes a Boolean value and is defaulted to False. If True the agent will remain
in the schedule as an independent entity and be added as part of the group, while if False
the agent is removed. This feature is to provide users maximum flexibility for agent
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scheduling and group processes, where agents can act as part of a group, act
independently or both, where they will execute both a group action and an independent
action in each step. The policy parameter passes in the step processes for the group,
which can consist of only internal processes or can consist of group processes and then
execute the individual agent processes. The group_type parameter takes a string and
allows the user to specify different types of groups so an agent can belong to different
types of group such as ‘family’ and ‘firm’.
User Defined Dissolution Process: MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_group
The dissolution function for the explicit approach (although it can be used
interchangeably with the network approach) is MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_group (Box 3).
This function iterates through each group and then uses the user defined process to assess
whether or not an agent should still belong to the group. Similar to the
MultiLevel_Mesa.form_group this function requires a yield to provide the list of agents
which should be removed and then proceeds to remove those agents while updating the
appropriate managers. This function also ensures if the group fails to have a certain
number of agents within the group that the group will be removed. This minimum
number of agents is the min_for_group attribute of the Multi-level Mesa instance and has
a default setting of two.

def reassess_group(self, process, *args, reintroduce = True,
group_type = None, **kwargs):
Box 3: MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_group function
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The MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_group function requires one parameter, which is
the process defined by the user for assessing whether or not the agent should remain
within the group. The function also has a reintroduce parameter which takes a Boolean
value and is defaulted to True. This parameter tells the function whether or not to
reintroduce the removed agents back into the schedule.
Network Defined Formation: MultiLevel_Mesa.net_group
The formation function of the network approach is MultiLevel_Mesa.net_group
(Box 4) and uses an undirected NetworkX graph object to assess what agents should form
groups. With an undirected graph and as indicated in Figure 9 at the beginning fo the
capter, there are three possibilities for assessing whether or not linked agents should be in
the same group: first, by whether or not a link exists between the agents; second, if a
specific type of link exists (e.g. friend, enemy); third, if a link exists which has reached a
certain value. For example, in the Sugarscape model discussed in the next section, one
version forms a group if an agent and landscape cell are linked, in another version, the
agents form a group if they have 10 or more trades between them.
Although, NetworkX also offers the possibility of directed graphs and multigraphs, these options were not used for simplicity sake and because the dynamics of
ABMs can account for the main aspects of these features. As NetworkX uses a dictionary
structure to capture nodes and links, a multi-graph can be easily simulated by adding
more link types along the edge, so a link may have the dictionary keys {family, tribe,
job...} allowing for a link with multiple types similar to a multi-graph. The directed graph
dynamic can also be achieved through agent interactions as the link attributes can dictate
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the direction of flow based on agent attributes and behaviors. The one cost is users cannot
use the multi-graph and directed graph network evaluation functions in NetworkX. Using
an undirected graph provides a leaner, more easily understood approach without loss of
network dynamics.

def net_group(self, link_type = None, link_value = None,\
double = False, policy = None):
Box 4: MultiLevel_Mesa.net_group function

The MultiLevel_Mesa.net_group function requires no parameters and will default
to whether or not a link exists or not between agents. As the group is formed purely based
on the links between agents, no *args or **kwargs arguments are required. As the
net_group function has no process passed in there is no way to specify a group id, the
function uses the default "group" if groups are forming based on the presence of a link,
the link_type is None or the link_type_link_value, which is the link type and link value,
plus a number from the MultiLevel_Mesa.id_counter attribute. If users decided they
would like to pass in processes to provide a unique id for groups this could be added in
future versions, but was not included in this version as it did not add anything substantive
to the Multi-level Mesa dynamics. The link_type function allows the user to pass in what
link key value should link agents together. The link_type can then be further specified
with the link_value criteria. These values are also used as the dictionary keys in the
MultiLevel_Mesa.reverse_groups manager. The link_value can either be a string to
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further classify the type of link, for example family: friendly or family: angry_tweenager
or it can be a value such as will be seen in the Sugarscape model trades: 10 (number of
trades between agents), which in this case tracks a type of interaction between agents. As
net_group is an additive process the value is assumed to be a threshold of greater than or
equal to a value. The network can then be updated and evaluated through the other
processes in the ABM using NetworkX object manipulation functions. For convenience,
MultiLevel_Mesa also has MultiLevel_Mesa.add_links and
MultiLevel_Mesa.remove_links functions. These functions take a list of agents, combines
them in to a list of fully connected tuples and then adds or removes the links.
Network Defined Dissolution: MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_net_group
The MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_net_group (Box 5) uses the same taxonomy of
options as MultiLevel_Mesa.net_group. First, an agent can be removed based on the
presence of a link, the presence of a specific link type and finally the presence of a
specific link value. The function will also check to ensure the meta-agent still has the
minimum number of agents to remain a group which is defaulted to two with the
MultiLevel_Mesa.min_for_group attribute.

def reassess_net_group(self, link_type = None, link_value = None)
Box 5: MultiLevel_Mesa.reassess_net_group function
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The dissolution function similar to the formation function requires no parameters
and will default to determining if there is a link or not. The user can also specify link
types which cause agents to be removed or link values, which can again be either strings
or numbers. However, as this function is not additive, the agent will be removed if the
value is less than or equal to the user specified value.
A Note on Formation Precedence
A critical point for users to understand is agents belong to the first group with
which they form. If an agent is not part of a group and meets the user-given criteria it will
then be added to the first group evaluated by function based on the specified user
dynamics or randomly ordered dictionary of the NetworkX link dictionary. If both agents
belong to a group the link between them at the agent level will remain in place. This
approach was adopted because the dynamics of how agents should be integrated into
groups is specific to the user’s model. This approach, therefore, defaults to the first group
joined which is consistent with human biases (Pratkanis and Aronson 2002; Heuer 1999).
Appreciating how this dynamic works will allow users to leverage the other functions to
specify group precedence.
Schedule Functions
As MultiLevel_Mesa replaces the normal schedule class of Mesa, it must also
have the basic scheduling functions (Box 6). These are the add and remove functions,
which remain at the individual agent level but have a higher degree of complexity as
agents must be kept in multiple managers to ensure agents are being properly 'stepped' in
the schedule or removed if the agent 'dies'. Multi-level Mesa also replaces Mesa's step
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function. Its primary schedule is random activation, but this can be turned off for an
ordered activation and a staged activation can be executed through the agent_type
manager. A future extension of MultiLevel_Mesa would be to store different schedules
based on different network configurations. This would save computation time so specific
agent schedules would be created less often. For example, if one was recreating daily life
of a population and the night and morning hours used one configuration, while the
daytime hours would use a different configuration, allowing each agent to execute a
specific configuration.

def add(self, agent, schedule = True, net = True)
def remove(self, agent):
def step(self, shuffled = True, by_type = False, const_update = False)
Box 6: MultiLevel_Mesa. Schedule functions

Similar to Mesa, the MultiLevel_Mesa.add function requires an agent object. It
also has two keyword parameters which take Boolean parameters each with a default
value of True. Keyword parameter schedule adds the agent to the schedule. This is an
option in case the user begins with a complex network and the agent is already part of a
group. The net parameter similarly adds the agent to the NetworkX object. This is done in
case the user has an agent he or she does not want to be part of the network. For instance,
in a Sugarscape model, the grid cells may not need to be a part of the network as what is
of concern is the agent’s network. The MultiLevel.Mesa.remove function requires an
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agent object. If invoked this will remove the agent from all managers as applicable. The
MultiLevel_Mesa.step function works in a similar way to the Mesa step function, where
it iterates through each agent in schedule and executes their step function. Random
activation is the default as identified by the keyword parameter shuffled. If shuffled is
False it will follow the order in the ordered dictionary (the order the agents were added).
The keyword parameter by_type is set to False but can take a list of agent types to
simulate staged activation. Constant update provides the ability to have specific agent
types activated after the more dynamic schedule. For example, an environmental variable
which changes at a steady rate for each time step, such as sugar or spice growth in the
Sugarscape model.
The Group Class
The Group class introduces levels into the ABM. The Group class performs
similar functions to Multi-level Mesa or Mesa's time module. The Group class has three
managers, which are a dictionary of the agents which belong to the Group, a dictionary of
dictionaries with the agents in the Group by type and a NetworkX graph object of the
sub_agents (Box 7). The Group then has three attributes to make it easier for users to
employ the Group. The first attribute is Group.active which is a Boolean value to help
users activate and deactivate Groups as necessary. The next two attributes are Group.type
and Group.__str__ which both equal "group" and allow the user greater ease in
identifying and performing functions on the groups. The final attribute of the Group is its
policy object. This object is passed in by the user and provides the Group behavior. The
behavior of the Groups and its internal agents is accomplished with two step functions the
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Group.group_step, which calls the policy function and the individual agent step
functions, again using a random order, but with the same options of the
MultiLevel_Mesa.step function to dictate schedule ordering processes.

Attributes:
Group.sub_agents = dictionary
Group.agents_by_type = dictionary
Group.net = NetworkX graph
Group.policy = object of group policies
Group.active = status of Group
Main Functions:
Group.meta_step() = policies to dictate sub_agent behavior
Group.step() = sub_agent behaviors
Box 7: Group Attributes and Functions

The interaction of the schedule, formation and dissolution of modules of agents,
and the ability for levels to exist allows for the easier introduction of these key features of
complex systems. The functions can be employed as part of the normal step function, at
specific events or at specific intervals. By using a network data structure as the main
management structure, Multi-level Mesa is able to integrate the interdependencies and
changing dynamics of those interdependencies into ABM management structure
providing a new dynamic which goes beyond the current multi-level approaches. With
an understanding how the main functions and dynamics of Multi-level Mesa, it is now
time to verify and validate the Multi-level Mesa library.
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CHAPTER FOUR: MULTI-LEVEL MESA AND SUGARSCAPE

Sugarscape was used to verify and validate the functioning of the Multi-level
Mesa library.15 Sugarscape was one of the first ABMs to demonstrate bottom up
emergence of system behavior based on the decentralized action of many agents. The
specific variation used for Multi-level Mesa is the trade variation in which the landscape
has two commodities sugar and spice and the agents must acquire and consume both
based on their unique sugar and spice metabolism in order to survive. The agents trade
their sugar and spice accumulations based on the amount of sugar and spice they have
acquired and their marginal rate of substitution due to their metabolisms (Axtell and
Epstein 1996). This variation offers a great test case for Multi-level Mesa because the
results are well founded on economic theory providing clear verification and validation
for Multi-level Mesa. Sugarscape with trade also provides enough complexity that
different groups can form, can follow different policies and can form levels of groups to
provide a comprehensive test of Multi-level Mesa.
The Multi-level Mesa model uses the base case of a trading environment outlined
in the beginning of chapter four of Growing Artificial Societies. The landscape is a 50 by
50 torus with each cell given a quantity of sugar and or spice from zero to six (Figure 10).
There are four mounds, each with a gradient that increases in sugar or spice as one gets
closer to a peak. Each cell will regrow one sugar and one spice unit per step until its

15

All code for this instantiation of Sugarscape can be found at https://github.com/tpike3/SugarScape. Due
to the size, the results were not included, but the code used to analyze the results was included. This allows
any interested parties to run and analyze the code. The results can also be provided upon request to
thomas.pike42@gmail.com.
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Figure 10: Sugar and Spice Landscape
The tan peaks represent more spice while the green peaks represent more sugar, the dots are the agents.

maximum sugar and spice allotment is reached. There are 200 hundred agents, each
instantiated with a vision attribute between one and six which determines how many cells
they can see using a Von Neumann neighborhood (four cardinal directions). Each agent is
instantiated with a sugar and spice metabolism between one and six, which indicates how
much sugar or spice each agent consumes with each step. Each agent is also given an
initial endowment of sugar and spice from 25 to 50. On each time step, the schedule
iterates through a randomly ordered list of agents and each agent moves to collect more
sugar and spice, consume sugar and spice, and trade with agents within their vision. The
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agents move and trade based on their marginal rate of substitution and in accordance with
what their vision allows according to a Von Neumann neighborhood and as calculated in
Growing Artificial Societies (Axtell and Epstein 1996). With this model, the different
configurations of Multi-level Mesa are tested to both verify and validate its use as a
library.
Testing Multi-level Mesa occurred in three phases, the first phase is showing
equivalency between Multi-level Mesa’s explicit and network approach and a standard
Sugarscape configuration. The second phase is showing equivalency with the formation
of groups and the third phase is showing the impact of different group policies on agent
behavior. This provides both verification and validation of the Multi-level Mesa library
as well as justifying its existence based on the impact of even simple group policies on
emergent behavior.
Equivalency Between Multi-level Mesa Approaches and a Standard Approach
The first phase recreates Sugarscape, specifically the sugar and spice variation
described in chapter four of Growing Artificial Societies (Axtell and Epstein 1996), and
replicates the output of this standard approach using Multi-level Mesa’s explicit and
network approach. In the standard approach the schedule randomly orders each agent as
they iterate through the movement, consumption and trade functions. This model
replicates the key result of the sugar and spice landscape as the price of both sugar and
spice moves toward one and the standard deviation of the logarithmic mean of the price
moves toward zero, as predicted by economic theory (Axtell and Epstein 1996). As can
be seen in the mean trade and standard deviation of the logarithmic mean results the price
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has the occasional spike in prices as the price moves towards its equilibrium (Figure 11,
left and middle). These spikes (or an outlying data point) can be attributed to an agent
who finds itself in need of a specific commodity and is willing to pay a premium for it.
These spikes and outliers also diminish as population moves toward the equilibrium as
predicted by economic theory. This instantiation of the sugar and spice landscape does
not, however, match the trade volume in Growing Artificial Societies as the volume total
is much less and follows a heavily skewed distribution (Figure 11, right). This difference
is acceptable as the metric for validation is not the amount of trade but rather the trade
price (Axtell and Epstein 1996). To ensure the proper functioning of the Multi-level Mesa
library, these results then needed to be replicated using the network and explicit
approaches.
To replicate these results using the explicit approach, the model forms a group
with each agent and the landscape cell on which the agent is located. The model then
steps forward each group, producing the same set of dynamics as the standard approach.
The model then reassesses each group and if the agent has moved disbands the group.
Similarly, for the network approach, the model forms a link between the agent and the
cell it is on, the model steps through the agent functions and then the link between the
agent and cell is reevaluated and removed if the agent is no longer on the cell. These two
approaches then replicate the results of price, standard deviation of the logarithmic mean,
and trade volume (Figure 11). In addition, these three variations were run for 100 runs
over 1000 steps mimicking Growing Artificial Societies (Axtell and Epstein 1996). The
output of their respective price distributions was not qualitatively different and their
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Figure 11: Verification of Multi-Level Mesa
Left: Typical single run results of price. Middle: Standard Deviation of Logarithmic Mean (SDLM). Right: Trade volume
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Figure 12: Verification of Multi-Level Mesa
Left: standard deviation of logarithmic mean price distribution. Middle: Survivor histogram. Right: Time histogram
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surviving number of agents was not statistically different, with p-values greater than 0.10
(Figure 12), demonstrating the approaches are equivalent versions of the same dynamic.
The additional process of creating and destroying the groups added a time cost from the
standard variation replication, with a two second addition to the mean for the network
approach and a 14 second addition to the mean for the explicit approach (Figure 12).
These results provide the simplest possible comparison to ensure the Multi-level Mesa
approach does not fundamentally alter ABM dynamics. These results then allowed for
advancement to phase two, introducing groups of trading agents.
Introducing Groups
In phase two, the use of the Multi-level Mesa library was varied so groups formed
if two or more agents reached a threshold of trades. The primary question for this phase
was whether or not grouping agents together in the schedule would have any impact on
the results. As demonstrated in Who Goes First? An Examination of the Impact of
Activation on Outcome Behavior in Agent-based Models, activation schemes in ABMs do
matter (Comer 2014). In this case however, agents grouping together and being randomly
activated as a group had no significant impact on the results. To test this, groups were
formed at one, five and 10 trades over 1000 steps and 100 runs. The overall results were
compared, as well as specific results of the price and trade volume. For each parameter
the grouping of agents had no observable impact on the results. Figure 13 shows agent
configuration, the price, and standard deviation of the logarithmic mean of the price.
Figure 14 shows the overall price distribution of 100 runs for the explicit and network
approach as compared to the standard approach. Although shown for 10 trades, groups
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Figure 13: Multilevel- Mesa Adding Groups Results
Left: Agent types. Middle: Mean trade price for one run. Right: Standard deviation of logarithmic mean for one run
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Figure 14: Multilevel- Mesa Adding Groups Results
Left: Standard deviation of the logarithmic mean. Middle: Survivors histogram Right: Time histogram -- 100 Runs with 10 Trades Forming a Group
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which formed at one and five trades showed similar results16. The network approach
time per run was comparable with the standard approach and actually had a mean of three
seconds less, while the explicit approach incurred a time cost of 15 seconds. The reason
for the network approach is comparable is it is able to use NetworkX’s dictionary
structure to reference specific agent groups, while the explicit approach must iterate
through the model’s trade dictionary and assess the trade status. Although, grouping
agents in the schedule did not have an impact on this particular model this does not mean
these results are generalizable. For this study, however, these results provide further
verification of the functioning Multi-level Mesa.
Introducing Group Policy
The final phase introduced policy into groups. Policy for Multi-level Mesa is
understood to be group behavior which alters behavior of the individual agents in the
group. If the agent is not part of the group it can behave differently. To assess the impact
of policy three variations were implemented. First, the policy of the group changed the
individual agent’s behavior. Second, the group resources were available to all, but the
agents explored and traded based on their own situation. Third, the groups shared their
resources and explored as in the second version, but the groups could form groups with
other groups. This tested the ability of Multi-level Mesa to allow multiple levels to
emerge endogenously as the group could trade with other groups and form a group

16

The Jupyter Notebook code used for the results and graphs are available on my GitHub Sugarscape
repository https://github.com/tpike3/SugarScape/tree/master/Results%20Analysis%20Code.
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consisting of sub-groups and individual agents. Phase three tested the impact of group
policy on the emergent behavior of the system.
For the first variation, agents reaching a specified number of trades (i.e. one, five
and 10) formed a group and the group agent applied a policy to their behavior which
changed how the group’s agents moved through the landscape. Once a group agent is
formed it is randomly assigned one of three policies. (1) Each agent within the group
moves to a new cell as though it has the lowest sugar or spice accumulation in the group.
(2) Each agent within the group moves to a new cell as though it has the highest sugar or
spice accumulation in the group. (3) Each agent moves to a new cell as though it has the
geometric mean of sugar and spice accumulations of the group. It is important to note, the
agent’s perception was only changed based on accumulation, their metabolism was not
changed so the agent explored the environment with their view of which cell provided the
best resources based on their metabolism and their respective groups accumulation
policy. The agents then continued to consume and trade based on their actual
accumulations. These policies had a substantial impact on the outcomes of model
(Figures 15 and 16).
As shown in Figure 15, the policies prevented the price from moving towards one
and the standard deviation of the logarithmic mean from moving towards zero. In
addition, and somewhat surprisingly, the policies reduced the number of independent
agents as compared with no policy (Figure 11). Reducing the number of trades required
to form a group further reduced the number of independent agents. This occurred because
the agents when reaching a price equilibrium were also reaching a movement
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equilibrium. The policies of the groups then caused the agents to explore more of the
environment increasing the number of agents in contact and trading with each other, and
reducing the number of independent agents. The policies however, reduced the survival
rate of the agents and so if they had a choice, it would not be in the agent’s interest to be
part of a group (Figure 16). Other variations in which the agents searched based on the
total group accumulations and could trade with everyone in their group regardless of
distance and vision, also resulted in lower survival rates. From these results, one can
conclude in Sugarscape searching the landscape based on someone else’s situation is suboptimal. As will be seen in the next variation however, sharing one’s resources, and
searching and trading based one’s own metabolism can lead to much greater survival
rates.
Comparing the times between model approaches the network approach was
slightly faster, while the explicit approach took approximately 47 seconds per run (Figure
16). The reason for the time increase with the explicit approach is the additional loops the
explicit approach must do in order to assess the group’s agents during each step, while
the network approach is able to reference the dictionary structure of the NetworkX object
and its links. Comparing the mean for network and standard variations with and without
policy shows these two versions are effectively equivalent with regards to model run
time.
The next variation for the group agents consolidated the accumulations of each
agents to create a common resource available to all group agents. Agents, however,
would interpret this accumulation through their own metabolism for trade and movement.
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Figure 15: Impact of Group Policies
Left: Frequency of agent types. Middle: Mean price. Right: Standard deviation of the logarithmic mean
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Figure 16: Impact of Group Policies
Left: Distribution of standard deviation of logarithmic mean. Middle: Survivors histograms Right: Time Histograms
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This variation was then further explored by the Multi-level_Mesa instance parameter for
adding the group to the network to allow group agents to form links with other group
agents, creating multiple levels. Agents trade and form a group, then these groups trade
and form a group and so on. These variations were only instantiated using the network
approach but can be done in the explicit approach as well.
The results continued to demonstrate that group policy changes the emergent
behavior of the system. For both one level and multiple levels of agents accessing and
consuming groups resources, while exploring their environment based on their
metabolism, there was a change in the qualitative shape of the price distribution curve
and increases to the survival of the population (Figure 17). The inclusion of multiple
levels had no impact on the results, which makes sense as the behavior is moving and
trading at the agent level and the groups only provide a common accumulation. Reducing
the number of trades (e.g. from 10 to five) did not change the shape of price distribution
but it did change the height, increasing the center peak by approximately 400. This
increase in trade frequency can be attributed to the dynamic that the sooner the agents are
able to join a group the higher their chance of survival. Faster group formations had
higher survival rates. These survival rates then changed the time dynamic of each run,
more surviving agents resulted in longer run times. The majority of computation cost
being in the agent processing also produced the counter intuitive results that the multilevel time mean was less than the mean time for one level runs. As the multi-level
survival mean was slightly less than that of the one level survival mean (92.83 vs. 94.35)
it was therefore slightly faster but not statistically different (p-value of .115) (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Impact of Group Common Resource Policy
Left: Price distribution Middle: Survivor histograms Right: Time Histograms
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These results continued to demonstrate group policy matters and demonstrated Multilevel Mesa’s ability to recursively form multiple levels of groups.
Additional variations were attempted to further verify the group formation of
Multi-level Mesa. When vision or agent density was increased, as expected, the agents
tend to coalesce towards one super group with levels of groups within them, for this
model up to four (one super group, two levels of intermediate groups, and individual
agents). In addition, the order of action in the group was varied. In one version, the agents
within the group all moved and collected, before eating and trading. In another variation
each agent moved, collected, ate and traded in a random order. This had no noticeable
impact on the results.
Summary
The Sugarscape with trade served as an excellent dynamic to both verify and
validate Multi-level Mesa. Through Sugarscape, Multi-level Mesa successfully showed
that first it ‘does no harm’ and can successfully replicate the key dynamics of the sugar
and spice trading model. Second, it showed that agents forming groups with a policy to
direct their agent’s behavior, does impact the emergent behavior of the system. Both the
shape of the price distribution and survival rates of the agents were impacted based on the
policy. Finally, Multi-level Mesa demonstrated that it can create multiple levels of
groups through recursion. These results were shown with a new way to conceptualize
agent-based scheduling…networks. Dynamically changing agent activity based on
complex networks offers new modelling possibilities which are consistent with other
complex adaptive systems such a brain activity and genetic networks. Multi-level Mesa
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will help reduce the barrier of entry to analysts, planners and decision makers, while
increasing their ability to develop models of the complex societies they are trying to
influence. These models will help them conduct virtual experiments with complex
population networks in pursuit of more effective policy with less resources.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISTRIBUTED SPACE MESA, A FIRST STEP

Distributed Space Mesa distributes a spatial Mesa model over multiple processors
and is intended to be the first step towards Distributed Mesa, a meta-library of
distribution extensions to support Mesa modelers. The purpose of this is to speed up
model execution time, as decision makers will be faced with time constraints, particularly
in a conflict situations or diplomatic crises, and multiprocessing will allow for more
efficient virtual policy experimentation prior to making a decision. This need for rapid
virtual decision experimentation faces two challenges. First, each ABM is unique and
will be addressing a wide variety of problems so there is no one size fits all solution.
Bluntly, distributing a model over numerous processers will not be optimal for all
models. Second, modelers will each have access to different types of resources, requiring
Distributed Mesa to work in a heterogenous computing environment. Adding to this
dynamic environment is a number of different efforts to improve Python, from making it
more compatible with Graphic Processing Units (GPUs), to improving the language
itself, to improving compilers, therefore distributing Mesa is truly an ongoing effort
(NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute 2019; Lanaro 2017).
Accepting the constantly developing dynamic of the Python programming
language, the primary purpose of this module is not to solve the distributed Mesa
dynamic, but rather to create the seed for open source collaboration by providing a basic
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distribution option in an open source forum (e.g. GitHub) to facilitate the development of
a Distributed Mesa library of distribution options. Distributed Space (DS) Mesa provides
the first step of spatially distributed multi-processing Mesa library. Through this
inaugural algorithm, several lessons are learned to help provide insights and
recommendations for the development of Distributed Mesa.
To understand and explore these lessons and an initial model this chapter
proceeds in three sections. First, a literature review consisting of terminology, different
ABM platforms approaches to distribution and a review of Python libraries to support
distribution. Second, an overview of the Distributed Mesa approach. Third, an
implementation and analysis of Distributed Mesa continuing to use the Sugarscape
construct.
Literature Review
Similar to the previous chapter, the literature review proceeds in three parts, first
this review will discuss the overview of the dynamics involved in distributing computer
code, this includes a basic overview of different types of hardware and a basic overview
of how processors function. Second, this study will explore existing distributed ABM
frameworks to view how those frameworks distribute ABM models. Third, this study will
explore the specifics of the Python language as well as existing libraries used to facilitate
distribution.
Distribution Overview
To begin, a quick discussion on the terms parallel and distributed is necessary.
Though the terms are often used interchangeably, this research will follow the convention
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that parallel means nearly identical processes being run at the same time (e.g. the same
model with different parameters), while distributed means one model distributed over
numerous processors or threads (e.g. one model separated into parts) (Nguyen 2018). If
the study is referencing a specific platform or library, then it will use the term employed
by the library or platform’s documentation. Next, it is important to understand the
different hardware which can distribute an ABM.
Although a complete discussion of hardware is beyond the scope of this study
generically, there are two types, CPUs (central processing unit) and GPUs (graphic
processing units). CPUs typically have a few cores and do well at flexibly processing a
large variety of serial processes, while GPUs have hundreds of cores and are able to take
on the limited intensive calculations and large datasets, which can be done in parallel and
sequentially would overwhelm CPUs (Krewell 2009; Nguyen 2018). Together CPUs and
GPUs form a powerful combination which have been essential for the development of
deep learning networks and other artificial intelligence tools (Goodfellow, Bengio, and
Courville 2016). An intuitive way to describe the difference is CPUs typically conduct
the management of the job, while the GPUs will be doing the labor-intensive work which
compose the job.
Expanding from processors (e.g. CPUs, GPUs) are different distribution
configurations. First, there is distributing on a personal computer where one ensures their
computer’s resources are being used to the maximum extent; each CPU or GPU is being
employed. Second, there are High Performance Computers (HPCs) which typically have
thousands of processors for intensive computing and can come in a variety of
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configurations with different types of hardware (HPC) (Barney 2018; Lanaro 2017).
Third, there is distributing across personal computers, which leverages the connections of
the internet to make use of unused processing time on individual personal computers.17
Inside these different types of distributed computing approaches are different types of
hardware, with different software which create a dizzying array of possibilities, however,
each type of computer configuration will consist of GPUs and CPUs executing the ABM
model.
Within the GPUs and CPUs there is also the ability to distribute computation
through threads, which can be understood as lightweight processes. Threads share their
processor’s memory and management functions (Figure 19) and their processors in turn
have a memory hierarchy to manage and expedite resource access (Figure 20) (Nguyen
2018). Storing resources locally and using this data to conduct computation across
numerous threads enhances processing time, but comes with a management cost. Sharing
resources means those resources must be managed so attempted use by different threads
or processors does not negatively impact the computation. A negative impact occurs
when processes are not being conducted due to confusion over resource allocation in such
conditions as deadlock, race conditions, or starvation (Barney 2018; Herlihy and Shavit
2012; Lanaro 2017; Nguyen 2018).

17

Two popular examples of this type of distributed processing are the Great Mersenne Prime Number
search (https://www.mersenne.org/) and SETI@home which uses distributed processing to look for signs of
extraterrestrial life (https://setiathome.berkeley.edu/ )
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Figure 19: Memory Hierarchy

Figure 18: Threads and Processes
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One great challenge of Python is its Global Interpreter Lock (GIL). The GIL
prevents threading inside the interpreter to guarantee resource allocation, and has been
the cause of much debate, criticism and efforts to mitigate it or remove it
(Lanaro 2017; Nguyen 2018). The impact, using Figure 19 as a visual, is an ABM in
Python can be only distributed as one thread over multiple processors (replicate the left
half of Figure 18), while it is unable to execute multiple threads on one processor (the
right half of the Figure 18). The GIL’s existence and knowing that Python was intended
as ‘coding for everyone’ (van Rossum 1999) is testament to the general challenges of
distributing code and the associated memory storage and resource management issues.18
Distribution and ABM Platforms
Using the categories described in the previous chapter, there are two broad
categories of ABMs, platforms and libraries.19 Reexamining the three platforms (SPARK,
NetLogo, and GAMA), currently NetLogo and GAMA have a capability to distribute.
Based on the documentation SPARK, although built with parallelization in mind and
planning future versions with parallelization, there is currently not a parallel version
available (Solovyev et al. 2010; “SPARK - Simple Platform for Agent-Based
Representation of Knowledge” n.d.). Next, NetLogo is useful to examine, because the
easiest way to distribute a model is to run an independent model with different parameter
settings. This type of parallelization is known as embarrassingly parallel, and is the only

18

It is important to understand this is a very simplistic description of what is happening in modern
computers. There is a lot of management which the operating system, the compilers, and the hardware do
behind the scenes which greatly complicates the details.
19
There are other libraries and platforms than the ones mentioned here, some example include Swarm,
AScape, HLogo and AnyLogic. These platforms and libraries were not further explored based on lack of
recent activity in their development (>= 2 years) or because they are proprietary.
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type of parallelization currently available in Netlogo. Interestingly, this type of
parallelization is available in three different ways: first through BehaviorsSpace which is
organic to NetLogo (Wilensky 2016), second through RNetLogo which links NetLogo to
R and additional libraries in R which support parallelization (Thiele 2017), and third
NL4Py which allows the user to link Python to NetLogo (Gunaratne and Garibay 2018).
Both NL4Py and RNetLogo are designed to link NetLogo to the larger analytic
ecosystems of Python and R (Gunaratne and Garibay 2018; Thiele 2017). Although there
are three options available to parallelize NetLogo, Netlogo is only able to offer
parallelization of models through parameter sweeps and not the distribution of a single
model run over numerous processors.
The second platform GAMA does have a distribution capability. In the case of
GAMA it uses a defined cognitive architecture for each agent, specifically, Belief, Desire
and Intentions (BDI), which in the GAMA architecture has an additional three parts
beyond BDI (uncertainty, emotions and social relations) and when processing these six
parts, consist of eight steps. Six of these eight steps in GAMA’s cognitive architecture
can be made parallel (Taillandier et al. 2017). Although not explicitly stated, the
implication from the paper is the different parts of the reasoning process are distributed
instead of distributing the agents or another aspect of the GAMA platform (e.g. the
space). The programs show a 17% to 38% speedup with 1000, 500 and 200 agent
populations over three models (Taillandier et al. 2017). Based on the size of the agent
population, speeds and typical overhead in setting up threads versus processes, these
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results would imply their distribution of agent cognition is done on different threads
through the Java based GAMA platform.
Distribution and ABM Libraries
Reexamining the four modelling libraries (MASON, RePast, MaDKit and
FLAME), MaDKit did not provide any indication of support for distribution. MASON,
RePast and FLAME all have distributed options with MASON having two (D-MASON
and Distributed MASON). FLAME appears to have been purpose-built for ABMs on
HPCs. FLAME uses agents as finite state machines, and can be understood as each agent
is on its own processor or thread transitioning through various states. Communication
between agents is accounted through message passing and is done synchronously. This
means messages are broadcast to all agents, and agents identify the messages relevant to
them, and all agents act on the same message type at the same time (Coakley et al. 2012).
Repast HPC is the distributed version of Repast and its focus is on the distribution
of the model pieces (agents, terrain etc) as opposed to distributing individual agent
behaviors as seen in GAMA (Collier and North 2013). Repast HPC uses the Parallel and
Discrete Event Simulation (PDES) construct which although functionally different is
taxonomically similar to FLAME, in that there are agent processes and communication
processes (both of which comprise logical processes) (Suryanarayanan, Theodoropoulos,
and Lees 2013). Repast HPC then passes messages between processes in packages using
Boost.MPI and MPI C++ libraries, which provides a variety of message passing options
(Collier and North 2013). Although not explicitly stated this approach implies a
decentralized message passing structure. The other distributed model challenge RePast
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HPC addresses is synchronization. The library makes sure no process gets too far ahead
and that all processes are on the same tick/step. Distributed MASON adopts a similar
approach.
Distributed MASON also uses the PDES construct, but goes further by adding
algorithms for load balancing and a more dynamic geospatial distribution. Distributed
MASON does dynamic load balancing, which means supporting algorithms ensure each
processor is being used to its maximum capability. To do this Distributed MASON has a
hierarchy of algorithms so processes are distributed locally and globally, and continually
rebalanced to optimize the available processes as much as possible (Wang et al. 2018).
Distributed MASON also enhances geospatial distribution by partitioning into regions
and giving agents areas of interest. The logical processes also store a Halo Area (or
boundary area), which caches information on the surrounding region of the partitions.
Interestingly, Distributed MASON uses peer-to-peer message passing versus centralized
message passing (as seen in FLAME and D-MASON) as this showed improved
performance (Wang et al. 2018). Distributed MASON uses a PDES construct like Repast
HPC but adds additional load balancing and geospatial partitioning features.
The other distributed version of MASON, D-MASON ,is then the final distributed
library examined by this literature review. D-MASON predates Distributed MASON
(2013 and 2018 respectively). In many ways Distributed MASON can be seen as an
enhancement of D-MASON, but also as intended for a different computing environment.
Both divide the spatial area with buffers to allow communication between the regions
(Cordasco et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018), although the Distributed MASON approach is
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somewhat more developed. While Distributed MASON uses dynamic load balancing, DMASON uses static load balancing after an assessment of the capability within a user’s
heterogenous computing environment and then allows the user to further specify
distribution (Cordasco et al. 2013). In addition, D-MASON uses centralized message
passing instead of peer-to-peer, which Distributed MASON found to be slower (Cordasco
et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018). Comparing the two platform’s features may be somewhat
disingenuous, as they were built targeting two different types of distributed
environments. D-MASON focused on a heterogenous computing environment of
distribution over laptops and desktops across a University or home (Cordasco et al.
2013), while Distributed MASON exploits the emergence of cloud computing through
Amazon Web Service or Azure (Wang et al. 2018). D-MASON provides a library to
support the MASON library focusing on distributed ABMs in heterogenous computing
environment.
The first part of the literature review provided oversight of the key elements of
distributed computing and the approaches ABM platforms used to achieve this
distribution. Excluding the embarrassingly parallel dynamic of running the same model
with different parameters on different processors, broadly there were two approaches.
Break up the agent processes as seen in GAMA (Taillandier et al. 2017) or break up the
pieces of the model (e.g. agents, area and communication) (Coakley et al. 2012; Collier
and North 2013; Cordasco et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018). All libraries chose the latter
approach and RePAST HPC and Distributed MASON favored a PDES architecture
which generically has agent processes and communication processes (Collier and North
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2013; Suryanarayanan, Theodoropoulos, and Lees 2013; Wang et al. 2018). Message
passing varied for each library with FLAME and D-MASON choosing centralized
message passing while Distributed MASON and RePast HPC choose decentralized
message passing. Finally, both D-MASON and Distributed MASON placed special
emphasis on geospatial distribution in which their approaches are similar, but adopt
different approaches for load balancing with D-MASON selecting a static approach while
Distributed MASON chose a dynamic approach. This understanding of computer
architectures and different approaches to distributing ABMs can now be applied to
Python and its capabilities.
Python and Distribution
Python was conceived and developed as a language intended to reduce the
coding entry barrier and make ‘coding for everyone’ (van Rossum 1999). With this
intent, choices to make coding easier and to provide protections to users to prevent them
from causing catastrophic failures were put into place that are not part of other languages
like C++ or JAVA. These protections, however, come at a cost. Therefore, it is first
important to understand how Python is limited as this reduces the number of choices for
distribution. It is also important to remember that the benefits of the ease of Python and
the associated costs are well known, creating an incentive to reduce the limitations and
make Python even more effective and useable (Lanaro 2017).
Python, currently, has two limitations to distributing models over threads and
processes, the GIL (introduced in overview section) and programs with objects at the
complexity of agents cannot operate on GPUs. Regarding the GIL, a brief description is
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the C Python interpreter normally associated with Python is not “thread safe” so the GIL
is used to prevent problems associated with resource competition (e.g. deadlocks,
starvation, race conditions) (Wouters 2017). This makes code executed inside the
interpreter single threaded and as the interpreter does not specify handling instructions to
the operating systems (OS) can actually make threading on multi-core systems slower
than threading on a single core system (Beazley 2009). Threads in Python can be
effective for such things as web scrapping as the processing will go outside the
interpreter, but for ABMs they are not effective, as the processing remains inside the
interpreter.
Regarding GPUs, Python programs can be implemented with special compliers
developed for primarily mathematical computations. These includes Numba20, Theanos21
and TensorFlow.22 Each of these libraries specialize in array manipulations and AI
applications, typically matrix multiplication and deep learning (NVIDIA Deep Learning
Institute 2019; Lanaro 2017). These compilers, however, can only handle a limited
number of Python data types and processes, which unless specifically configured in
model creation prevents the use of complex agent and environment objects (NVIDIA
Deep Learning Institute 2019; Nguyen 2018). Accepting these limitations there are still
methods to implement Python over multiple processors whether it is on a single
computer, a super computer or cloud service.

20

http://numba.pydata.org/
http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/
22
https://www.tensorflow.org/
21
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The Python wiki page for parallel and multiprocessing lists 54 different libraries
for a variety of different purposes and computing environments (Nishihara 2018). Even
this list it not complete as there are other powerful and reputable libraries not mentioned
(Nguyen 2018). Due to the size of possibilities it is necessary to narrow them down based
on the goal of the library. The goal is to enable ABM modelling for as many people as
possible over a heterogenous variety of operating systems and as many computer
environments as possible. Based on this goal, many libraries can be immediately
eliminated from consideration. In addition, ABMs require a suite of tools to facilitate
their distribution. For example, ABMs need not only multiprocessing but also message
passing. Added to this is the need to ensure a robustly tested library, which has the ability
for continuous development and also has minimal dependencies. Based on these criteria,
this study came to select Pathos, a CalTech based library, supported by the UQ
(Uncertainty Quantification) Foundation23, and designed and tested on heterogenous
computing environments. This library uses Python’s organic multiprocessing library,
while adding a suite of additional libraries that provide other services from load
balancing to message passing to secure shell (ssh) tunneling, in order to facilitate use of
Python across a diversity of computing environments (M. M. McKerns et al. 2012; M.
McKerns and Aivazis 2016). Selecting this library has the added benefit that Pathos is
already used in Mesa to parallelize batch running.

23

Uncertainty Quantification Foundation – www.uqfoundation.org
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Distributed Mesa Approach

Due to the numerous choices in constructing Distributed Mesa both technically
and philosophically, this section is broken into two parts. The first part is the philosophy
which discusses the library’s intent, the specific challenges of breaking apart a model
(using a spatial model as an example), and recommended features for other distributed
Mesa extensions. The second part then discusses the specific technical approach used in
this distributed space variation. Through a discussion of breaking apart a spatial model,
this section also demonstrates why it is necessary to have a suite of libraries which can
users can choose from based on the specific dynamics of their model.
Distributed Mesa Philosophy
The intent of Distributed Mesa is to make executing an ABM over multiple
processors more accessible to more modelers. This is difficult challenge for two reasons.
First, ABMs support the analysis of complex systems, which by their nature are
interdependent (Axtell and Epstein 1996; Miller and Page 2007; Mitchell 2009).
Interdependency means the system is non-reducible, so any divisions may ruin the
emergent behavior one is trying to analyze. Second, multi-processing breaks many of the
convenient features modelers rely on in Python. Some examples include, challenges in
debugging as error messages on a processor may not show up in the Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) or even in the command line, and such simple nuances
as the necessary use of the if__name__==’__main__’:(Python Software Foundation
2019), which is considered “un-pythonic” by many. However, if it is not used the model
will simply not work with no indication why. Distributed Mesa seeks to address these
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challenges by making the distribution process easier to analyze and to minimize user
actions when separating an ABM. A library which completely eliminates user decisions
is not feasible however, due to the inherent irreducibility of most models analyzing
complex systems.
Understanding the challenges of dividing up a complex system are exemplified by
the test model Sugarscape. If one divides up the torus on which Sugarscape exists and
places each piece on a processor which has no shared memory, the model must pass
information back and forth to replicate a single system. If a single step starts with a
random sequence of agents, then to exactly replicate that sequence for that step over
multiple processors each processor will need to know the status of the other processors
and execute their agents at the right time to ensure the sequence is maintained. This
would replicate the system on a single system but provide no advantage as the processors
would be acting sequentially with the added overhead of passing messages back and
forth. Therefore, a distributed system on multiple processors cannot efficiently make an
exact replicate of a sequential model. Fortunately, in Sugarscape the random sequences of
agent activations do not impact the key results of price convergence and in other models
it may even be more reflective of reality to have these distributed actions. Furthermore,
complications arise as an agent is passed from one processor to another as this agent may
arrive to find its cell has been taken and the resources it in consumed. The modeler must
now make a choice, what should this agent do? Should it go again? What if it gets passed
back to the original processor? What are the impacts on the emergent behavior of the
system when these decisions are made? Each modeler will have to make choices on how
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to handle his or her model running copies of itself on multiple processors. As there is no
universal way to divide up a complex system, the modelers will have to make choices
based on the specific dynamics of their models.
Accepting that dividing up a model will require a unique solution from the
modeler any Distributed Mesa library should allow for testing the model prior to multiprocessing and must allow the modeler to pass in functions when choices must be made
regarding the passing of agents. As a first attempt library DS Mesa incorporates each of
these features. First, DS Space Mesa provides a test version of the library. The test
version is a pseudo distributed version so modelers can assess the impacts of trying to
distribute their model. This also allows for easier debugging of smaller versions where
the key debugging features of the IDE or Python debugging module are available.
Second, DS Mesa has two ways to support modelers dealing with the boundary issues,
where an agent is passed with one expectation only to find the situation is different on the
other processor. First, modelers are required to pass in a step finish function, forcing them
to think through what happens when the agent arrives on the other processor. Second,
Distributed Space Mesa has a boundary_pass parameter, although defaulted to one, this
parameter allows information between processors to be passed back and forth n times
prior to each step so agents can end up on the desired processor. This approach however,
is not without a cost as message passing has a cost. DS Mesa deals with the inherent
challenges of putting an ABM on multiple processors by having a test module and by
having multiple ways for modelers to deal with boundary conditions of agents. Any other
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variations of Distributed Mesa should have similar features to minimize the burden on the
modeler.
Distributed Space Mesa Technical Approach
Appreciating some of the basic challenges of distributing an ABM, it is now
possible to discuss the DS Mesa approach. Although a rudimentary in comparison, DS
Mesa is similar to the PDES approached discussed in the literature review, where each
processer is part of a communicating network and each maintains and processes a portion
of the space (Collier and North 2013; Wang et al. 2018; Suryanarayanan,
Theodoropoulos, and Lees 2013). DS Mesa divides the space into portions, with wrap
around capability (if desired) to create a torus as seen in Sugarscape (Figure 20). Each
space also has a buffer in which it stores a copy of a certain numbers of cells from its
neighbors. A network using Python’s Multi-Processing pipes construct is then established
between each neighboring space (Python Software Foundation 2019). Agents traversing
the landscape can then see their neighbor’s status at the conclusion of the previous step
and decide if based on their movement algorithm it is in their best interest be sent to the
processor handling their neighbor. DS Mesa then takes care of the requirements of
creating n number of copies of the model, establishing a version of the model on n
processors and then linking the network of pipes so the correct processors are sending
and receiving the correct buffers and agents. This set up however, has some limiting
challenges.
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Figure 20: Splitting a torus across multiple processors

The challenges with the DS Mesa approach are twofold. The first challenge is
with the construct of Mesa. Each agent has a pointer to the model. This pointer makes
Mesa much more user friendly as agents can always refer back to model algorithms,
however, when being sent through a pipe a copy of that model must also be sent creating
a lot of unnecessary and large copies of the model. This leads to the second challenge.
The pipes used which are typically Unix pipes have a size limit of approximately 0.9
MBs24 (Python Software Foundation 2019). Sending items larger than the pipe size
results in a deadlock, as the pipe is still trying to acquire information before it makes it
available for reading, but will not allow reading because it has not received all the
information. This dynamic then represents a bottleneck and the major issue for DS Mesa.

24

This is not true for all systems but appears to be a common standard for desktop operating systems.
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To be below the pipe capacity the model must strip the model from each agent and send
each cell and agent one at a time. This is not ideal for two reasons. Agents have an upper
limit to be passed successfully and even if they are small DS Mesa does not dynamically
assess them to minimize the number of messages creating substantial overhead for each
step. Any major improvements to DS Mesa will come by optimizing the message passing
between processors, which can occur by increasing the pipe size, reducing the number of
messages, or doing both.
The distribution of the grid then presents some specific problems which cannot be
addressed without altering Mesa’s space module, this necessity results in DS Mesa
having its own space module, distributed_space. This module mirrors the Mesa space
module, but accounts for movement into the buffer. Simply, if the agent is on a grid, it
sees the buffer as an extension of its own grid and if it selects a location inside the buffer,
the agent is moved into the buffer and then waits until it is passed to the next processor at
the end of the step. This dynamic is why a step_finish function is required to be passed
into an instance of DS Mesa, users must examine what happens when an agent is passed
and what does it do once it arrives, particularly as the situation of the cell in the buffer
may be different when the agent arrives to the actual grid space. In addition to the buffer
movement, DS Mesa also had to add an agent_died function to its space module. This
function is necessary because if an agent dies it may be in the buffer and not located on
the grid, resulting in an error. The agent_died function ensures both the schedule and grid
are updated appropriately while accounting for the possibility of the agent being in the
buffer. Finally, when agents are moved from processor to processor, they cannot not be
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added to the grid as is customary with Mesa when first adding an agent to the grid.
Instead, modelers must use the place_agent function, otherwise they will end up having
duplicate agents and receive an error. DS Mesa was unable to completely shield the user
from the implications of a distributed model. Users must specify a step_finish function,
be aware of the agent_died function and use the place_agent function instead of the add
function when agents are moving from the buffer onto their new processor and respective
location.
Distributed SugarScape
In order to develop, verify and validate DS Mesa the Sugarscape with trade
variation was again used. The code for Distributed Sugarscape and results are located at
https://github.com/tpike3/Distributed-Sugarscape. DS Mesa applied to Sugarscape shows
modest improvement to processing times. Verification of DS Mesa replicated the key
behavior of concern, while validation was able to show modest improvement in the run
times. Increasing the agent population (which also required an increase of the torus size)
of Sugarscape increased the model run time linearly or O(n). Distributing over two
processors was able to slightly reduce the slope of the line while distributing over four
was able to reduce run time a negligible amount further. These results demonstrate that
there is benefit to DS Mesa, but more improvement to the message passing infrastructure
is needed if this module is going to provide significant improvements. DS Mesa provides
a first step for spatially distributing Mesa models with the opportunity for more
optimizations.
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Verification
To verify the model was behaving as desired, the standard Sugarscape model with
trade as discussed in chapter three was run using the distributed module and the
distributed test module. The model produced the same price dynamics as the standard
model (Figure 21), verifying that it was still behaving as intended. However, DS Mesa
was slower on a 50 X 50 torus, with 250 agents over 100 runs and 1000 steps than a
sequential run. This led to the validation phase. Would there be a break point in which the
amount of processing on each processor would cause the distributed version to be faster?
Validation
Increasing the processing of the model to validate DS Mesa required choices on
the best way to increase processing requirements while minimizing the chance of
extraneous variables impacting the results. To increase the size of Sugarscape while
minimizing the differences from the standard model, I made the choice to increase the
size of the torus and the number of agents. An alternative may have been to add more
processing for each agent without impacting the core functions, however, adding more
complex processes would have changed the shape of the line which captured the
processing time. Per the dynamics outlined in Growing Artificial Societies, each cell can
only hold one agent and as each cell only has one resource, expanding the population
would both violate this restriction and quickly exceed the carrying capacity of the torus,
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Figure 21: Verification of DS Mesa
Left: Distribution of the stand deviation of the logarithmic mean. Middle: Typical mean trade price. Right: Typical SDLM of price
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requiring the torus to expanded along with the agent population. To expand the torus and
minimize differences in the increased model, the size of the torus increased by 50 cells
along each axis ranging from a 100 by 100 torus to a 350 by 350 (Figure 22) with the
sugar and spice mounds repeating every 50 by 50 section. The initial agent population
was then increased and the minimum agent vision was changed from 1 to 4, to increase
survival rates and in doing so increase processing requirements. As the agents reached a
homeostasis by approximately 200 steps, the model was run for 250 steps and run for 10
iterations with population sizes of 8,000, 18,000, 32,000, 50,000, 72,000, and 96,000.
This lighter version of the model was done as it captured the key dynamics of the model
and gave an indication of variation in time per each model without losing system
behavior. More steps and more runs would have taken longer, without providing any
additional insights. These runs demonstrated both the processing nature of the Sugarscape
program and the impact of adding processors.
The results from larger populations and landscape demonstrated that Sugarscape
with trade increased linearly and the processors were able to modestly reduce the size of
the slope and reduce the amount of time per series of model runs. The purely sequential
(i.e. one processor) Sugarscape increases linearly along a slope of 0.102. This equates to
approximately a 16 minute and 40 second increase per model run for every 10,000 agents
added. Splitting over two processors reduced the slope to 0.0886, while splitting over
four processors only slightly reduced the slope further to 0.0856. Although modest
increases, this slope reduction results in approximately 13 minutes and 20 seconds being
added for every 10,000 agents. At 96,000 agents, this results in the distributed model
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being roughly 18 minutes faster per model run, which results in a three-hour speed up
over 10 model runs. (Figure 22). These results were produced on a Microsoft Surface
Book, which runs on 4 Intel i7 processors and has 8 GB of RAM.
Further analysis of the time per step compared with the total time allows the
processing time to be decomposed into parts. One part is the average time it takes for
each processor to step its respective population of agents (step time), while the other is
the amount of time it takes for each model to updates its collectors and if distributed for
the processor network to pass all their agents and cells, and proceed to the next step
(management time) (Figure 23). As expected, 4 processors, takes the least time to run
each step as the agent populations increases, but this benefit if offset by the cost of
management. Likewise, one processor has the least management time, but takes longer to
run each step. From these results it is easy to extrapolate the results to larger populations.
Using the equations derived from the validation phase, one can examine the benefits DS
Mesa over larger and larger population (Figure 23). As these populations increase
however, additional computational issues will arise as the larger populations will have to
move further down the memory hierarchy which will then dramatically increase run time.
DS Mesa provides modest time benefits on mid-range models providing a tentative first
step with lots of opportunity for advancement.
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Figure 22: Sugarscape expanded
Example on a 150 by 150 sized torus
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Figure 23: DS Mesa Run Times
Left: Total time per run. Middle: Total time decomposed into management and step processes. Right: Extrapolated time for larger populations
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Next Steps
Further improvements to DS Mesa can occur along three dimensions. First, is
further reducing the cost of the message passing and pipe infrastructure. Reducing the
message passing is likely to have the most immediate benefit as most cells will not have
had a change and a few cells will have a lot of change. This is not only true for
Sugarscape but is also seen in natural phenomena such as conflict (Gulden 2002;
Richardson 1948). A related benefit would be improving the pipe infrastructure so more
pipes do not cause the increased in overhead as seen in Figure 23. Second, is dynamically
distributing the agent population and cells. Identifying high cluster of agents and
separating them to on different processors to maximize processor use while further
enhance DS Mesa. Third, data collection, DS Mesa collected relatively little data
focusing on the time aspects. However, when trying to replicate rich behavior and
complex agents more data collected each step is a necessity. Adding techniques to
remove the data collected and store it lower on the memory hierarchy will be essential to
keeping more RAM available. DS Mesa still has many opportunities for improvement,
from improved message passing to optimizing large agent populations and data
collection.
DS Mesa represents a first step toward building a Distributed Mesa meta-library.
Through the development of this library two key lessons were learned to enable the goal
of having easily employable distribution options for modelers. First, the modeler will
have to understand the impacts of distribution on his or her model. All distribution
decisions cannot be hidden from the user. Second, a test class is essential for initial
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debugging, so users can ensure they have an understanding of the implication of
distribution. Incorporating these lessons will be helpful to future types of distribution. DS
Mesa is a modest first step towards starting Distributed Mesa.
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CHAPTER SIX: INTEGRATED CAMPAIGNING AND COMPLEXITY

The development of computation and the reduction of barriers to allow more
individuals to leverage computation has brought complex adaptive systems into more and
more fields (Axtell and Epstein 1996; Cioffi Revilla 2017; Gleick 1987; Dunn 2018;
Kilcullen 2010). Computation provides a new tool to overcome the shortcomings of
closed form analytic equations with iterative processes which were too cumbersome for
calculations by hand. This provides new opportunities for exploring complex
phenomenon and is exemplified by the process of natural selection observed in biology
(Cioffi Revilla 2017; Gleick 1987; Grimm et al. 2005). Individual entities can follow
similar processes but based on the specifics of their situation will evolve differently. This
perspective has already provided incredible insights from the emergence of fractal
geometry to new insights into non-linear systems to improved understanding and policy
formulation (Axtell et al. 2002; Cioffi Revilla 2017; Dunn 2018; Gleick 1987; Mitchell
2009; Prigogine and Stengers 1984; Geanakoplos et al. 2012). In addition, iterative
processes are throughout modern AI tools from k nearest neighbors to deep learning to
agent-based models. Through the emergence of these tools the processes and
infrastructure to bring a complex systems approach into the everyday dynamics of U.S.
foreign policy have emerged, what is necessary is to standardize the right aspects to
spread them so a diverse USG with numerous groups and levels can exploit them.
The first step for the more effective integration of complex systems into
Integrated Campaigning is to update the “common perspective.” JIPOE represents the
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single layered Westphalian and reductionist approach which still dominates USG
attempts to understand the operating environment and is in conflict with its attempt to
incorporate a systems analysis. JIPOE 2.0 mitigates this by accepting that complex
systems are layers of groups (hierarchies of modules). Instead of reducing the foreign
population into specific categories, JIPOE 2.0 identifies the emergent groups within the
population at the USG organization’s level of interest. It then seeks to understand the
interdependencies of those groups within its unique situation. In effect, JIPOE 2.0 sees
the groups within a population as a highly adaptive species whose emergent behavior is
the product of its interdependencies. Altering these interdependencies, then alters the
emergent groups and the emergent behavior of the population. Accepting this update of
JIPOE gives Integrated Campaigning a common perspective which more accurately
incorporates the nature of complex adaptive systems as layers of changing groups on an
adaptive network.
As shown in chapter 2, adopting this more accurate understanding of foreign
population dynamics is supported by independent political science theory (Selectorate
theory) and recent U.S. foreign policy experience and simulation (Bueno De Mesquita et
al. 2003; Kilcullen 2013; Pike 2018). These perspectives all demonstrate that examining a
foreign population as a monolithic whole produces counterproductive results which
actually work against U.S. foreign policy objectives. The DoD must immediately break
its use of PMESII and adopt an interdependent group approach. This, however, is only
the one necessary element, the complex interactions of interdependent and competing
groups in an adaptive network requires the use of simulation.
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The second step is the integration of computational tools into the planning
process. AI tools which classify and perceive are the popular tools of the computational
toolkit, but they are still only part of the total toolkit. AI tools which classify and perceive
are particularly useful at reducing the large amount of data collected into manageable
pieces for further analysis and action. Yet, this ability is only a small portion of what is
necessary to understand and influence the operating environment. Of particular
importance is the ability for the vast force of professionals who have gained years of
experience and developed both understanding and intuition to encode their knowledge
(when possible) so it can be shared across the foreign policy enterprise. In addition, AI
tools which simulate, in particular ABMs, provide the ability to dynamically recreate
aspects of the OE.
ABMs then serve as a way to add rigor to the analysis to see if the professional
can grow their emergent behaviors of concern of their area of interest. Once successful,
the foreign policy professional can use the simulation as a virtual laboratory to test out
different policies and campaign designs in order to find the best practical approach prior
to implementation. Critically, this approach will not provide answers and are not fire and
forget planning, simulation will instead enhance understanding and provide more rigor.
However, compared to the existing classify and perceive AI toolkits, ABMs lack
supporting infrastructure which will allow them to be easily integrated into Integrated
Campaigning.
Although there are numerous coding libraries and ABM platforms, ABMs lack
libraries of algorithms which professionals can plug and play in order to merge with their
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data and more rapidly simulate their population. Mesa Packages is a nascent attempt to
address this situation by providing a central hub of Mesa compatible algorithms (Pike
2018). Ideally, the other libraries and platforms from MASON and RePast to NetLogo
will create similar libraries, leveraging the object-oriented nature of code. This
dissertation then provided two libraries, Multi-Level Mesa and Distributed Space Mesa to
link to Mesa Packages which the author feels will be crucial to the integration of ABMs
to support integrated campaigning.
Multi-Level Mesa is the first Python based library to support the inclusion of
complex networks integrated into the ABM coding library. This library goes beyond
existing platforms and coding libraries by allowing greater freedom regarding the
inclusion and adaption of complex networks to include the incorporation and activation
of neutral networks in ABMs. Multi-Level Mesa provides the infrastructure to see a
population as an adaptive network, in which different links are activated based on the
situation various agents are facing. This library also provides the opportunity to
synchronize group actions through the inclusion of group policy allowing for the
simulations of a multi-layered foreign population system. This library was built to create
a direct link between JIPOE 2.0 and ABMs, where users can more easily ingest and
simulate behaviors of adaptive networks across multiple hierarchies. This also provides
the potential to lead to multi-models which link together analysis across the Integrated
Campaign network of the USG so models made at the village level can be part of larger
hierarchies at the regional or nation level. The results of the test model, Sugarscape using
the Sugar and Spice trade variation, demonstrate that group policy impacts agent
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behavior, survivability and the emergent behavior of the system. Multi-level Mesa is able
to do this with minimal time cost to the simulation. As Multi-level Mesa was only tested
on one model, the library is available in a public repository for inclusion in ABMs as well
as public contribution so it can continue to evolve.
Distributed Space Mesa represents a first step in developing a meta-library to
support the distribution of single Mesa models over numerous computing resources. A
distributed library was chosen due to the situation that campaign or policy decisions are
often made under time constraints and being able to virtually experiment more rapidly
will aid ABMs support of Integrated Campaigning. This library demonstrated the
fundamental challenges with having a generic library to distribute an ABM. Only
modelers will be able to address the impact of distribution (and the impact may even be
desirable) based on the phenomena they are trying to understand and so distribution
process should be available to the ABM modeler. Distribution of an ABM can also occur
in any number of ways and space is only one possibility, so Distributed Mesa should be a
suite of libraries based on the dominant dynamics of the model which users can chose
based on their situation. In addition, from this process of building DS Mesa, additional
features are recommended to make it easier for the modeler to distribute their model with
a pseudo distributed model that allows them to verify their model prior to distribution, at
which point debugging becomes significantly more difficult. In addition, to these lessons
learned, DS Mesa was able to show some modest performance improvements on larger
population models. Distributed Space Mesa provides lessons learned and modest
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improvement on a spatially distributed model as an initial step to develop a Distributed
Mesa meta-library.
This dissertation represents the further integration of complex systems into
foreign policy through the Integrated Campaigning concept. It contributes a more
accurate approach to assessing the dynamics of foreign populations by recommending
that professionals understand foreign populations as layers of adaptive groups. This
dissertation further advocates the integration of computational tools as a necessity for
USG professionals engaged in analysis and planning and provides an outline for how the
computational tools should be integrated into the analysis and planning processes.
Through this analysis it recommends simulations with ABMs. For ABMs to be readily
accessible to practitioners employing them to support analysis and planning, the ABM
infrastructure needs to be further developed. The key element which is missing from the
existing ABM coding libraries and platforms are libraries of algorithms which have agent
behavior and other infrastructure to make it easier for practitioners to rapidly build
models. This dissertation then provided two modules to help build this infrastructure,
Multi-level Mesa and Distributed Space Mesa. Multi-level Mesa contributed the first
Python based multi-level architecture and it went further than existing multi-level
libraries in allowing the integration of complex networks, with neutral network
capability, into the ABM scheduling dynamic. Distributed Space Mesa provides a library
which shows modest improvement of run time for large agent populations and provides
lessons learned to help develop a Distributed Mesa meta library. Both libraries are
publicly available and have significant room for further development. The further
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development of ABM infrastructure, the integration of AI tools across the USG and the
adoption of a more accurate complex systems-based perspective have the potential to
fundamentally alter the conduct of U.S. Foreign Policy in profound and important ways.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE OF A MULTI-LEVEL MESA INSTANTIATION

Multi-level Mesa is part of the Python Package Index and is available at
https://pypi.org/project/multilevel-mesa/ and has a GitHub repository at
https://github.com/tpike3/multilevel_mesa. Multi-level mesa can be installed using pip
install multi-level mesa. Creating an instance of Multi-level Mesa requires no
parameters. It must be initiated in the main class as the Mesa object, typically associated
with Mesa implementations (Box 8). Multi-level Mesa initiates one attribute the
id_counter, which provides a unique_id for each group created in the instance. In
additional there are two optional keyword parameters, min_for_group tells the instance
the minimum number of agents which must be in a group. The min_for_group parameter
has a default setting of 2. group_net takes a Boolean and is defaulted to False. This
parameter tells the instance whether or not a group agent can form a larger group agent
with other group agents.
Updating the agent network is done in the step function, using the various
functions outlined in chapter 3. This tells the scheduler which links are activated based on
user specified criteria, which then iterates through the groups and agents to execute their
individual step functions. The user can then make this as simple or complex as they
would like and even use a combination of the network and explicit multi-level mesa
function to determine which groups and agents take action. Multi-level Mesa also allows
for an agents to be stepped multiple times in a step where they take an action as part of a
group and as an individual agent.
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# import with Mesa
from mesa import Model
import multilevel_mesa as mlm
#create and instance in your main model class
class Main(Model):
def __init__(self, <parameters for model>):
self.ml = mlm.MultiLevel_Mesa(self)
for a in range(model_population):
a = Agent()
self.ml.add(a)
def step():
#specify criteria for group formation
self.ml.net_group(link_type = <some link type to form a group>,\
link_value = <some link value threshold to form a group>)
#step the groups and agents
self.ml.step()
Box 8: Example Multi-level Mesa Instantiation
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APPENDIX B: DISTRIBUTED SPACE EXAMPLE INSTANTIATION

DS Mesa is available at https://github.com/tpike3/distributedspace_mesa and can
be installed using the python packaging index call with the git extension of pip install
git+https://github.com/tpike3/distributedspace_mesa.git.25 An instance of DS Mesa
should then be created after the modeler has created an instance of their Mesa model. In
addition, modelers must use the if __name__ == '__main__': construct to start their
model (Box 9). This sequence is atypical Python syntax but is necessary when using
multiprocessing.
DS Mesa requires two arguments, one an instance of the model and two, a step
finish function. The step finish function must contain at least two arguments, an agent
object and the positions the agent is trying to move to. There are also several optional
keyword arguments. First is split, this tells the computer how many processes need to be
created. If the default 0 is used, it will detect the number of CPUs and use that number.
Second is buffer, this tells the model how many rows from the distributed_space module
should be sent to neighboring processors. If the buffer from each side (2 times the buffer)
exceeds the total processor width, DS Mesa will reduce the processor width until the
space module width is wider than two times the buffer size. The recombine argument is
for the user to specify how he or she want the results recombined. DS Mesa does have a
default recombine option, but depending on the results the user needs to produce this may
not work on all models.

25

DS Mesa will be added to the standard python package index after some more refinements are made to
improves its efficacy, as outlined in the next steps section of this chapter.
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def step_finish(agent, pos, *args):
#process for agent to follow when it arrives on the new processor
agent.model.grid.place_agent(pos)
if __name__ == '__main__':
#create instance of a Mesa Model
model = MesaInstance(grid_height = Y, grid_width = X)
#import main class, Space_Distribute
from distributedspace_mesa.space_distribute import Space_Distribute
#instantiate an instance of distributespace_mesa
ds_model = Space_Distribute(model, step_finish, args = None,
split = 0, buffer = 6, recombine = None, recombine_args = None,
verbose = False, boundary_pass = 1)
#run your model
results = ds_model.distro_geo(num_steps)

Box 9: Example instance of DS Mesa

The verbose keyword argument is associated with the recombine function and if
turned to True will print statements on what attributes the recombine function is putting
together. Finally, the boundary pass keyword argument tells the module how many time
messages will be passed after each step before proceeding to the next step. This is to
allow users the option of sending agents back to their previous processor and executing
their step, although it does come with the significant cost of more message passing. Prior
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to running a DS Mesa program, the user should first use the test module, which is
identical but has the additional word of test in the module and class (Box 9).

#create instance of a Mesa Model
model = MesaInstance(grid_height = Y, grid_width = X)
#import main class, Space_Distribute
from distributedspace_mesa.space_distribute import Space_Distribute_Test
#instantiate an instance of distributespace_mesa
ds_model = Space_Distribute_Test(model, step_finish, args = None,
split = 0, buffer = 6, recombine = None, recombine_args = None,
verbose = False, boundary_pass = 1)
#run your model
results = ds_model.distro_geo(num_steps)

Box 10: Using the DS Mesa test module

The test module creates a pseudo distributed model for the user to test their step
function and distribution process. This is helpful as debugging during a multiprocessing
module can become very cumbersome. Error statements on one processor may not show
in either the IDE or the command line. Likewise, the Python debugging module will also
only intermittently identify the error, depending on which processor the error occurred.
The test module, therefore, provides the user the feedback loop for debugging his or her
module in order to minimize the chances of an error occurring during the distributed run.
True to its purpose, the test module has the same parameters as the actual distribution
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model. The DS Mesa module attempts to significantly reduce the workload of users to
allow distribution of a spatial Mesa ABM over numerous processors.
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